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OUR SUCCESS WITH ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE HINGES ON HOW WE 
LEARN FROM FAILURES 

Benjamin Franklin once said, “If you don't plan to fail, you fail to plan.”1 Yet the notion of failure can make 
people uncomfortable, which pushes them to avoid talking about fails, instead of seeing failure as an 
opportunity. This paper makes the case that understanding and sharing information about artificial 
intelligence (AI) failures can provide lessons for better preventing, anticipating, or mitigating future fails.  

These lessons derive from a more holistic view of automated technologies. Such technologies are 
more than independent widgets; they are part of a complex ecosystem that interacts with and 
influences human behavior, decision making, preferences, strategies, and ways of life in beneficial, 
and sometimes less beneficial, ways. 

"AI Fails" proposes a shift in perspective: we should measure the success of an AI system by its 
impact on human beings, rather than prioritizing its mathematical or economic properties (e.g., 
accuracy, false alarm rate, or efficiency). Such a shift has the potential to empower the development 
and deployment of amazing as well as responsible AI.  

AI’s Balancing Act: Amazing Possibilities and Potential Harm  

The most advanced of these technologies – AI – is not just emerging everywhere, it is being rapidly integrated 
into people’s lives. The 2018 Department of Defense AI Strategy provides a great way to think about AI: simply 
as “the ability of machines to perform tasks that normally require human intelligence.”2  

AI has tremendously valuable applications, for instance when it promises to translate a person’s conversation 
into another language in real time,3 more accurately diagnose patients and propose treatments,4 or take care 
of the elderly.5 In these cases, everyone can enthusiastically accept AI. However, when it is reported that 
individuals can be microtargeted with falsified information to sway their election choices,6 that mass 
surveillance leads to imprisonment and suppression of populations,7,8,9 or that self-driving cars have caused 
deaths,10 people realize that AI can lead to real harm. In these cases, the belief in AI’s inevitability can elicit 
terror. As AI developers and deployers, we experience and observe both extremes of this continuum, and 
everything in between. 

Embracing and Learning from AI’s Deep History  

This paper draws heavily on decades of research and expertise, particularly in domains where the cost of 
failure is high enough (e.g., the military or aviation) that human factors and human-machine teaming have 
been thoroughly analyzed and the findings well integrated into system development. Though many of these 
fails and lessons apply to more than AI, collectively they represent the systemic challenges faced by AI 
developers and practitioners. 
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In addition, AI is fundamentally different from other technologies in several ways, notably that 1) decisions aren’t 
static, since data and model versions are updated all the time, and 2) models don’t always come with 
explanations, which means that even designers may not know what factors affect or even drive decisions. 

AI is also fundamentally different in the way it interacts with humans, since 1) the technology is new enough to 
most people that they can be (and have been) influenced to trust an AI system more than they should, and 2) its 
reach is vast enough that a single AI with a single programmed objective can scale to affect human decisions at 
a global level. 

In this paper the term “AI” encompasses capabilities ranging from previous and often simpler versions of 
automated technology whose lessons are still applicable, through more sophisticated AI approaches, some of 
whose lessons are relatively new and unresolved. 

Intended Audience  

This paper is intended for: 

• AI experts who already knows about data, models, and development. But we can’t build AI in a vacuum. 
Especially because AI systems are increasingly affecting human behavior and livelihoods, we must take 
steps to better understand how the system will interact with its environment, and how to help non-experts 
become better informed, engaged, and empowered as they interact with the technology. 

• Everyone else, including AI users, policymakers, and those affected by AI. Because AI applications are 
steadily being integrated into daily life, these readers need to understand enough about how a particular 
application works, its intended uses, and its limitations in order to use it appropriately and beneficially.  

Studying previous generations of automated technologies can help us to identify stepping-stones for developing 
AI, introduce AI to new audiences, and provide context for understanding today’s challenges. This paper aims to 
serve as a tool for the many AI experts, engineers, students, decision makers, and others who will be required to 
develop, deliver, and use AI as part of their roles in the modern workforce or simply as citizens. 

Key Lessons 

This first half of this paper presents examples of AI fails, along with research- and evidence-based discussions 
of how we might view these fails from a human-centric perspective. The second half of the paper offers 
recommendations on practical steps that can be taken, right now, to apply these insights. 

The key lessons from a human-centric mindset regarding AI are: 

1. Developing AI is a multidisciplinary problem. AI challenges and products can be technical or based on 
human behavior, and often are a blend of the two. By including multidisciplinary perspectives, we can more 
clearly articulate design tradeoffs between different priorities and outcomes. Then the broader team can 
work towards having the human and technical sides of AI reinforce, rather than interfere with, each other.  
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2. An AI application affects more than just end-users. Input from stakeholders is essential to helping us 
structure the AI’s objectives to increase adoption and reduce potential undesired consequences. We need 
to involve end-users, domain experts, and the communities affected by AI, early and repeatedly. These 
stakeholders can also provide societal and political contexts of the domain where the AI will operate, and 
can share information about how previous attempts to address their issues fared. Adopting the mindset that 
all stakeholders are our customers will help us design with all their goals in mind and to create resources 
that give them the context and tools they need to work with the AI successfully. 

3. Our assumptions shape AI. There is no such thing as a neutral, impartial, or unbiased AI. Our underlying 
assumptions about the data, model, user behaviors, and environment affect the AI’s objectives and 
outcomes. We should remember that those assumptions stem from our own, often subconscious, social 
values, and that an AI system can unintentionally replicate and encode those values into practice when the 
AI is deployed. Given the current composition of the AI development workforce, all too often those values 
represent how young, white, technically oriented, Western men interact with the world, and no 
homogeneous group, regardless of its characteristics, can reflect the full spectrum of priorities and 
considerations of all possible system users. To address this concern, we should strive for diversity in 
teammates’ experiences and backgrounds, be responsive when teammates or stakeholders raise issues, 
and provide documentation about the assumptions that went into the AI system. 

4. Documentation can be a key tool in reducing future failures. When we make a good product, end-users and 
consumers will want to use it, and other AI developers may want to repurpose it for their own domains. To 
do so appropriately and safely, they will need to know what uses of the AI we did and did not intend, the 
design tradeoffs we considered and acted on, and the risks we identified and the mitigations we put in 
place. Therefore, the original developers need to capture their assumptions and tradeoff decisions, and 
organizations have to develop processes that facilitate proactive and ongoing outreach. 

5. Accountability must be tied to an AI’s impact. When using the data or AI could cause financial, 
psychological, physical, or other harm, we must consider if AI offers the best solution to a given problem. In 
addition to our good intentions and commitment to ethical values, the oversight, accountability, and 
enforcement mechanisms in place can facilitate ethical outcomes. These mechanisms shouldn’t equate to 
excessive standardization or policies that stymie technological development. Instead, they should 
encourage proactive approaches to implementing the previous lessons. The more the AI application could 
influence people’s behavior and livelihoods, the more careful considerations and governance are needed. 

Reach Out to Us 

This document is intended to be a community resource and would benefit from the addition of your input. To 
submit an example of AI success, failure, or specific solution, send an email to one of the authors: Jonathan 
Rotner, jrotner@mitre.org   

An online version of this paper is hosted at https://sites.mitre.org/aifails 

mailto:jrotner@mitre.org
https://sites.mitre.org/aifails
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HOW TO NAVIGATE THIS PAPER   
The paper describes 20 overall fails, which are sorted into the 6 categories shown here: 

   

The Cult of AI 
Perceiving AI to Be 

More Mature Than It Is  

You Call This “Intelligence”? 
AI Meets the Real World 

Turning Lemons into Reflux 
When AI Makes Things Worse 

   

We’re Not Done Yet 
After Developing the AI 

Failure to Launch 
How People Can React to AI 

AI Registry 
The Things We’ll Need  

That Support AI 
 

Each category includes a brief introduction, which is followed by the three or four fails relevant to that category.  

Each fail demonstrates the results of AI misapplications and presents ways to learn from what went wrong. 
Every fail starts with a description, a discussion of why it’s a fail and what happens as a result of the fail, and 
several real-world examples related to the theme of the fail. At the end of each fail is a list of lessons learned 
that could be applicable. The items in that list serve as hyperlinks that will take you to the specific 
recommendations and practical considerations behind each lesson learned.  

Finally, all 16 lessons learned (in 4 categories) are listed in the second half of the paper, as shown below: 

  

 

 

Expand Early Project 
Considerations 

Build Resiliency into the  
AI and the Organization 

Calibrate Our Trust in the  
AI and the Data 

Broaden the Ways to 
Assess AI’s Impacts 

The best way to navigate is to dive in and explore. So, go out of order, jump around to different sections, or 
follow what’s most interesting to you! You can start with any of these icons, they’re all hyperlinks too. 

AI
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FAILS 

The Cult of AI: Perceiving AI to Be More Mature Than It Is   

AI is all about boundaries: the AI works well if we as developers and deployers define the 
task and genuinely understand the environment in which the AI will be used. New AI 
applications are exciting in part because they exceed previous technical boundaries − like AI winning at chess, 
then Jeopardy, then Go, then StarCraft. But what happens when we assume that AI is ready to break those 
barriers before the technology or the environment is truly ready? This section presents examples where AIs 
exceeded either technical or environmental limits – whether because AI was put in roles it wasn’t suited for, 
user expectations didn’t align with its abilities, or because the world was assumed to be simpler than it really is.  

Fail #1. No Human Needed: the AI’s Got This 

Fail: We often intend to design AIs to assist their human partners, but what we create can end up replacing 
some human partners. When the AI isn’t ready to completely perform the task without the help of humans, this 
could lead to significant problems. 

 

Why is this a fail? Perception about what AI is suited 
for may not always align with the research. Deciding 
which tasks are better suited for humans or for 
machines can be traced back to Fitts’s ‘machines are 
better at’ (MABA) list from 1951.13 A modern-day 
interpretation of that list might allocate tasks that involve 
judgment, creativity, and intuition to humans, and tasks 
that involve responding quickly or storing and sifting 
through large amounts of data to the AI.14,15 More 
advanced AI applications can be designed to blur those 
lines, but even in those cases the AI will likely need to 
interact with humans in some capacity.  

Like any technology, AI may not work as intended or 
may have undesirable consequences. Consequently, if 
the AI is intended to work by itself, any design 
considerations meant to foster partnership will be 
overlooked, which will impose additional burdens on the 
human partners when they are called upon.16,17 

 

 

 
Examples: 

Microsoft released Tay, an AI chatbot designed “to 
engage and entertain” and learn from the 
communication patterns of the 18-to-24-year-olds 
with whom it interacted. Within hours, Tay started 
repeating some users’ sexist, anti-Semitic, racist, and 
other inflammatory statements. Although the chatbot 
met its learning objective, the way it did so required 
individuals within Microsoft to modify the AI and 
address the public fallout from the experiment.11 

Because Amazon employs so many warehouse 
workers, the company has used a heavily automated 
process that tracks employee productivity and is 
authorized to fire people without the intervention of a 
human supervisor. As a result, some employees 
have said they avoid using the bathroom for fear of 
being fired on the spot. Implementing this system has 
led to legal and public relations challenges, even if it 
did reduce the workload for the company’s human 
resources employees or remaining supervisors.12 
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What happens when things fail? Semi-autonomous cars provide a great example of how the same burdens 
that have been studied and addressed over decades in the aviation industry are re-emerging in a new 
technology and marketplace. 

Lost context – As more inputs and decisions are automated, human partners risk losing the context they often 
rely on to make informed decisions. Further, sometimes they can be surprised by decisions their AI partner 
makes because they fail to fully understand how that decision was made,21 since information that they would 
usually rely on to make a decision is often obscured from them by AI processes. For example, when a semi-
autonomous car passes control back to the human driver, the driver may have to make quick decisions about 

Did You Know?  
A General Interpretation of Narrow AI 

AI isn’t new – it’s been around for over 60 years.18 But experts and laypeople characterize AI a little 
differently, and those misunderstandings can distort expectations.  

AI is everywhere. It fills in the text of internet searches, it customizes social media news feeds, it 
recommends products to buy or movies to stream, it powers voice recognition on phones, it does 
some of the flying during air travel, and it verifies credit when people apply for loans.19 Each of these 
examples represents AI that has been built to perform specific, bounded tasks. An AI that 
recommends a movie for the greater public won’t meet user expectations equally well if it includes 
experimental short films made by drama students; an AI that is trained to recognize American voices 
will have trouble with Scottish accents. These limitations lead some experts to refer to modern AI as 
“Artificial Narrow Intelligence” (ANI).  

The concept of Artificial General Intelligence (AGI), on the other hand, is closer to science fiction. 
These hypothetical systems could think and act like humans, would be almost fully self-reliant, and 
could handle environments and problems they haven’t faced before. A layperson might think of Rosie 
in the Jetsons, HAL in 2001: A Space Odyssey, or KITT in Knight Rider. Abstract thinking, an ability 
only humans have today, would only be possible with AGI.  

Where do really advanced modern technologies, such as self-driving cars, fit in? These technologies 
represent attempts to expand “narrow” AI. When an environment changes or the clarity of the task 
becomes muddied, it gets harder to develop a robust and dependable AI. Self-driving cars use lots of 
sensors, computational power, hours on the road, and simulated scenarios to “bound” different 
possibilities into situations that are recognizable to their drivers – they try to make the unknown a little 
more familiar and predictable, rather than reason abstractly as an AGI system would be expected to do.20 
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what to do without knowing why the AI transferred control of the car to him or her, which increases the 
likelihood of making errors. 

Cognitive drain – As AIs get better at conducting tasks that humans find dull and routine, humans can be left 
with only the hardest and most cognitively demanding tasks. For example, traveling in a semi-autonomous car 
might require human drivers to monitor both the vehicle to see if it’s acting reliably, and the road to see if 
conditions require human intervention. Because the humans are then more engaged in more cognitively 
demanding work, they are at a higher risk of the negative effects of cognitive overload, such as decreased 
vigilance or increased likelihood of making errors.  

Human error traded for new kinds of error – Human-AI coordination can lead to new sets of challenges and 
learning curves. For example, researchers have documented that drivers believe they will be able to respond 
to rare events more quickly and effectively than they actually can.22 If this mistaken belief is unintentionally 
included in the AI’s programming, it could create a dangerously false sense of security for both developers 
and drivers. 

Reduced human skills or abilities – If the AI becomes responsible for doing everything, humans will have less 
opportunity to practice the skills that were often important in the development of their knowledge and expertise 
on the topic (i.e., experiences that enable them to perform more complex or nuanced activities). Driving studies 
have indicated that human attentiveness and monitoring of traffic and road conditions decrease as automation 
increases. Thus, at moments when experience and attention are needed most, they might potentially have 
atrophied due to humans’ reliance on AI.  

 

Lessons Learned from This AI Fail:  

Hold AI to a Higher Standard  •  It’s OK to Say No to Automation  •  AI Challenges Are Multidisciplinary, so 
They Require a Multidisciplinary Team  •  Make Our Assumptions Explicit  •  Try Human-AI Couples Counseling  
•  Offer the User Choices •  Promote Better Adoption through Gameplay  

 

Return to Table of Contents 

 

Fail #2. AI Perfectionists and AI “Pixie Dusters” 

Fail: There is a temptation to overestimate the range and scale of problems that can be solved by technology. 
This can contribute to two mindsets: “perfectionists” who expect performance beyond what the AI can achieve, 
and “pixie dusters” who believe AI to be more broadly applicable than it is. Both groups could then reject 
current or future technical solutions (AI or not) that are more appropriate to a particular task. 
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Why is this a fail? Non-AI experts can have inflated 
expectations of AI’s abilities. When AI is presented as 
having superhuman abilities based on proven 
mathematical principles, it is tremendously compelling 
to want to try it out.  

Turn on the radio, ride the bus, watch a TV ad, and 
someone is talking about AI. AI hype has never been 
higher,25 which means more people and organizations 
are asking, ‘How can I have AI solve my problems?’  

AI becomes even more appealing because of the belief 
that algorithms are “objective and true and scientific,” 
since they are based on math. In reality, as 
mathematician and author Cathy O'Neil puts it, 
"algorithms are opinions embedded in code," and some 
vendors ask buyers to “put blind faith in big data.”26 
Even AI experts can fall victim to this mentality, 
convinced that complex problems can be solved by 
purely technical solutions if the algorithm and its 
developer are brilliant enough.27   

What can result is a false hope in a seemingly magical 
technology. As a result, people can want to apply it to 
everything, regardless of whether it’s appropriate.  

 

What happens when things fail? Misaligned expectations can contribute to the rejection of relevant technical 
solutions. Two mentalities that emerge – “perfectionists” and “pixie dusters” (as in “AI is a magical bit of pixie 
dust that can be used to solve anything”) – can both lead to disappointment and skepticism once expectations 
must confront reality.  

Perfectionist deployers and users may expect perfect autonomy and a 
perfect understanding of autonomy, which could (rightly or wrongly) 
delay the adoption of AI until it meets those impossible standards. 
Perfectionists may prevent technologies from being explored and 
tested even in carefully monitored target environments, because they 
set too high a bar for acceptability.  

In contrast, AI pixie-dusters may want to employ AI as soon and as widely 
as possible, even if an AI solution isn’t appropriate to the problem. One 
common manifestation of this belief occurs when people want to take an 
excellent AI model and replicate it for a different problem. This technique is 

 
Examples: 

In 2015, Amazon used an AI to find the top talent 
from stacks of resumes. One person involved with 
the trial run said, “Everyone wanted this holy grail... 
give[n] 100 resumes, it will spit out the top five, and 
we’ll hire those.” But because the AI was trained on 
data from previous hires, its selections reflected 
those existing patterns and strongly preferred male 
candidates to female ones.23 Even after adjusting the 
AI and its hiring process, Amazon abandoned the 
project in 2017. The original holy grail expectation 
may have diverted the firm from designing a more 
balanced hiring process. 

The 2012 Defense Science Board Study titled “The 
Role of Autonomy in DoD Systems” concluded that 
"Most [Defense Department] deployments of 
unmanned systems were motivated by the pressing 
needs of conflict, so systems were rushed to theater 
with inadequate support, resources, training and 
concepts of operation." This push to deploy first and 
understand later likely had an impact on warfighters’ 
general opinions and future adoption of autonomous 
systems.24  

In the end, it’s about balance. 
AI has its limits and intended 
and appropriate uses. We have 
to identify the individual 
applications and environments 
for which AI is well suited, and 
better align non-experts’ 
expectations to the way the AI 
will actually perform. 
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referred to as “transfer learning,” where “a model developed for one task is reused as the starting point for a model 
on a second task.”28 While this approach can expedite the operationalization of a second AI model, problems arise 
when people are overly eager to attempt it. The new application must have the right data, equipment, environment, 
governance structures, and training in place for transfer learning to be successful.  

Perhaps counterintuitively, an eagerness to adopt autonomy too early can backfire if the immature system 
behaves in unexpected, unpredictable, or dangerous ways. When pixie dusters have overinflated expectations 
of AI outcomes and the AI fails to meet those expectations, they can be dissuaded from trying other, even 
appropriate and helpful, AI-applications (as happened in the “AI Winter” in the 1980s29).30   

In the end, it’s about balance. AI has its limits and intended and appropriate uses. We have to identify the 
individual applications and environments for which AI is well suited, and better align non-experts’ expectations 
to the way the AI will actually perform. 

 

Lessons Learned from This AI Fail:  

Hold AI to a Higher Standard  •  It’s OK to Say No to Automation  •  AI Challenges Are Multidisciplinary, so 
They Require a Multidisciplinary Team  •  Incorporate Privacy, Civil Liberties, and Security from the Beginning  
•   Plan to Fail  •  Make Our Assumptions Explicit  •  Try Human-AI Couples Counseling  •  Offer the User 
Choices  •  Promote Better Adoption through Gameplay  •  Entrust Sector-specific Agencies to Establish AI 
Standards for Their Domains 

 

Return to Table of Contents 

 

Fail #3. AI Developers Are Wizards and Operators Are Muggles 

Fail: When AI developers think we know how to solve a problem, we may overlook including input from the 
users of that AI, or the communities the AI will affect. Without consulting these groups, we may develop 
something that doesn’t match, or even conflicts with, what they want. 

“Muggle” is a term used in the Harry Potter books to derogatorily refer to an individual who has no magical 
abilities yet lives in a magical world. 

 

Why is this a fail? It’s a natural inclination to assume that end-users will act the same way we do or will want 
the same results we want. Unless we include in the design and testing process the individuals who will use the 
AI, or communities affected by it, we’re unintentionally limiting the AI’s success and its adoption, as well as 
diminishing the value of other perspectives that would improve AI’s effectiveness.  
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Despite our long-standing recognition of how important 
it is to include those affected by what we’re designing, 
we don’t always follow through. Even if we do consult 
users, a single interview is not enough to discover how 
user behaviors and goals change in different 
environments or in response to different levels of 
pressure or emotional states, or how those goals and 
behaviors might shift over time.  

 

What happens when things fail?  At best, working in a 
vacuum results in irritating system behavior – like a 
driver’s seat that vibrates every time it wants to get the 
driver’s attention.34 Sometimes users may respond to 
misaligned goals by working around the AI, turning it off, 
or not adopting it at all. At worst, the objectives of the solution don’t match users’ goals, or it does the opposite 
of what users want. But with AI’s scope and scale, the stakes can get higher.  

Let’s look at a relevant yet controversial AI topic to see how a 
different design perspective can result in drastically different 
outcomes. All over the country, federal, state, and local law 
enforcement agencies want to use facial recognition AI systems to 
identify criminals. As AI developers, we may want to make the 
technology as accurate or with as few false positives as possible, in 
order to correctly identify criminals. However, the communities that 
have been heavily policed understand the deep historical patterns of 
abuse and profiling that result, regardless of technology. As Betty 
Medsger, investigative reporter, writes, “being Black was enough [to justify surveillance].”35 So if accuracy and 
false positives are the only consideration, we create an adoption challenge if communities push back against 
the technology, maybe leading to its not being deployed at all, even if it would be beneficial in certain situations. 
If we bridge this gap by involving these communities, we may learn about their tolerances for the technology 
and identify appropriate use cases for it.  

If we start thinking about the ‘customer’ not only as the purchaser or user of the technology, but also as the 
community the deployed technology will affect, our perspective changes.36 

 

Lessons Learned from This AI Fail:  

It’s OK to Say No to Automation  •  AI Challenges Are Multidisciplinary, so They Require a Multidisciplinary 
Team  •  Involve the Communities Affected by the AI  •  Plan to Fail  •  Make Our Assumptions Explicit  •  
Try Human-AI Couples Counseling  •  Offer the User Choices  •  Promote Better Adoption through Gameplay  

 
Examples: 

After one of the Boeing 737 MAX aircraft crashes, 
pilots were furious that they had not been told that 
the aircraft had new software, the software would 
override pilot commands in some rare but dangerous 
situations, and the pilot manual did not include 
mention of the software.31,32   

Uber’s self-driving car was not programmed to 
recognize jaywalking, only pedestrians crossing in or 
near a crosswalk,33 which would work in some areas 
of the country but runs counter to the norms in 
others, putting those pedestrians in danger. 

If we start thinking about the 
‘customer’ not only as the 
purchaser or user of the 
technology, but also as the 
community the deployed 
technology will affect, our 
perspective changes. 
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•  Envision Safeguards for AI Advocates  •  Entrust Sector-specific Agencies to Establish AI Standards for Their 
Domains 

 

Return to Table of Contents 

 

You Call This “Intelligence”? AI Meets the Real World 

AI systems can perform specific, defined tasks so well that their capability can appear 
superhuman. For instance, AI can recognize common images and objects better than 
human beings, AI can sift through large amounts of data faster than human beings, and AI 
can master more languages than human beings.37 However, it is important to remember that an AI’s success is 
task specific and AI’s ability to complete a task – such as recognizing images – is contingent on the data it 
receives and the environment it operates in. Because of this, sometimes AI applications are fooled in ways that 
humans never would be, particularly if these systems encounter situations beyond their abilities. The examples 
below describe situations where environmental factors exceeded AI’s “superhuman” capabilities and 
invalidated any contingency planning that developers or deployers introduced.  

Fail #4. Sensing Is Believing 

Fail: When sensors are faulty, or the code that interprets the data is faulty, the result can be extremely 
damaging. 

 

Why is this a fail? Humans use sight, smell, 
hearing, taste, and touch to perceive and make 
sense of the world. These senses work in 
tandem and can serve as backups for one 
another; for instance, you might smell smoke 
before you see it. But human senses and 
processing aren’t perfect; they can be 
influenced, be confused, or degrade.  

 

What happens when things fail? Similar to 
humans, some automated systems rely on 
sensors to get data about their operating 
environments and rely on code to process and 
act on that data. And like human senses, these 

 
Examples: 

When the battery died on early versions of “smart” thermostats, 
houses got really, really cold.38 Later versions had appropriate 
protections built into the code to ensure this wouldn’t happen. 

A preliminary analysis of the Boeing 737 MAX airline crashes 
found that a faulty sensor “erroneously reported that the airplane 
was stalling… which triggered an automated system… to point 
the aircraft’s nose down,” when the aircraft was not actually 
stalling.39 Boeing subsequently included the safety features that 
would have alerted pilots to the disagreement between working 
sensors and the failed sensor to all models. 

A woman discovered that any person’s fingerprint could unlock her 
phone’s “vault-like security” after she had fitted the phone with a 
$3 screen protector. Customers were told to avoid logging in 
through fingerprint until the vendor could fix the code.40  
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sensors and the interpretation of their readings are imperfect and can be influenced by the composition or 
labelling of the training dataset, can get confused by erroneous or unexpected inputs, and can degrade as 
parts get older. AI applications tend to break if we haven’t included redundancy, guardrails to control behavior, 
or code to gracefully deal with programming errors. 

We can learn from a long history of research on sensor failure, for example in the automobile, power 
production, manufacturing, and aviation industries. In the latter case research findings have led to certification 
requirements like triple redundancy for any parts on an aircraft necessary for flight.41 

 

Lessons Learned from This AI Fail:  

AI Challenges Are Multidisciplinary, so They Require a Multidisciplinary Team  •  Plan to Fail  •  Ask for Help: 
Hire a Villain  •  Use Math to Reduce Bad Outcomes Caused by Math  •  Make Our Assumptions Explicit  •  
Offer the User Choices  •  Monitor the AI’s Impact and Establish Layers of Accountability  •  Require Objective, 
Third-party Verification and Validation 
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Fail #5. Insecure AI  

Fail: When AI’s software and information technology (IT) architecture are not hardened against cybersecurity 
threats, users and systems are vulnerable to accidental or malicious interference.  
 

Why is this a fail? AI’s software and IT architecture are 
as vulnerable to cybersecurity threats as other 
connected technologies – and potentially vulnerable in 
new ways as well. Just deploying an AI into the world 
introduces it as a new attack surface (i.e., something to 
attack).44 Even the most secure AI can face continuous 
attacks that aim to expose, alter, disable, destroy, or 
gain unauthorized access to it. Therefore, we must 
design all software systems in a way that makes cyber 
protections and privacy considerations inherent to the 
design from the beginning.45  

 

 
Examples: 

Responding to what it thought were explicit commands 
but was actually background noise, an Amazon Echo 
recorded a family’s private conversation and sent it to 
a random user.42 This is one way in which users can 
unknowingly cause data spills. 

HIS Group, a Japanese hotel chain, installed in-room 
cameras with facial recognition and speech 
recognition to cater to guest’s needs. Hackers were 
able to remotely view video streams.43 This is one 
way purchasers can unintentionally create situations 
that attract malicious behavior. 
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What happens when things fail? Smart devices – like internet-connected speakers, wireless door locks, and 
wireless implants – have increasingly been introduced into people’s homes and even into their bodies, which 
makes the consequences of their being hacked especially terrifying.46,47,48 Such systems are often networked 
because they rely on cloud resources to do some of the processing, or they communicate with other networked 
sensors. The market growth of these kind of products will make such devices more common. 

Another cybersecurity threat arises because AI systems often have 
access to potentially sensitive user information. For example, smart 
home devices have an unusual level of access, including contact lists, 
conversations, voice signatures, and times when someone is home. 
Any system that collects GPS data can recreate a detailed picture of 
someone’s location and movement patterns.49 Physical AI systems that 
provide critical capabilities, such as autonomous vehicles, could become targets for attacks that would put a 
person’s safety at risk.50 Finally, existing methods of de-identifying individuals from their personal data have 
been shown to be ineffective (although researchers are working on this challenge).51 As organizations seek to 
collect more data for their algorithms, the rewards for stealing this information grow as well. 

 

Lessons Learned from This AI Fail:  

Hold AI to a Higher Standard  •  AI Challenges Are Multidisciplinary, so They Require a Multidisciplinary Team  
•  Incorporate Privacy, Civil Liberties, and Security from the Beginning  •  Plan to Fail  •  Ask for Help: Hire a 
Villain  •  Use Math to Reduce Bad Outcomes Caused by Math  •  Make Our Assumptions Explicit  •  Monitor 
the AI’s Impact and Establish Layers of Accountability  •  Require Objective, Third-party Verification and 
Validation 
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Fail #6. AI Pwned  

Fail: Malicious actors can fool an AI or get it to reveal protected information. 

“Pwned” is a computer-slang term that means “to own” or to completely get the better of an opponent or rival.52 

 

Why is this a fail? Cyber-attacks that target AI systems are called “adversarial AI.” AI may not have the 
defenses to prevent malicious actors from fooling the algorithm into doing what they want, or from interfering 
with the data on which the model trains, all without making any changes to the algorithm or gaining access to 
the code. At the most basic level, adversaries present lots of input to the AI and monitor what it does in 
response, so that they can track how the model makes very specific decisions. Adversaries can then very  

AI systems often have 
access to potentially 
sensitive user information 
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slightly alter the input so that a human cannot 
tell the difference, but the AI has great 
confidence in its wrong conclusion.55 
Adversaries can also extract sensitive 
information about individual elements of the 
training sets56 or adversaries can make 
assumptions about which data sources are 
used and then insert data to bias the learning 
process.57  

 

What happens when things fail? The results 
can have serious real-world consequences. 
Researchers have demonstrated examples of a 
self-driving car not “seeing” a stop sign58 and 
Google Home interpreting a greeting as a 
command to unlock the front door.59 
Researchers have also documented a hacker’s 
ability to identify and decipher an individual’s 
healthcare records from a published database 
of de-identified names.60  

Pwning an AI is particularly powerful because 1) it is invisible to humans, so it is hard to detect; 2) it scales, so 
that a method to fool one AI can often trick other AIs; and 3) it works.61  

 

Lessons Learned from This AI Fail:   

Hold AI to a Higher Standard  •  AI Challenges Are Multidisciplinary, so They Require a Multidisciplinary Team  
•  Incorporate Privacy, Civil Liberties, and Security from the Beginning  •  Involve the Communities Affected by 
the AI  •  Plan to Fail  •  Ask for Help: Hire a Villain  •  Use Math to Reduce Bad Outcomes Caused by Math  •  
Make Our Assumptions Explicit  •  Monitor the AI’s Impact and Establish Layers of Accountability  •  Require 
Objective, Third-party Verification and Validation 
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Examples: 

Researchers created eyeglasses whose frames had a special 
pattern that defeats facial recognition algorithms by executing 
targeted (impersonation of another person) or untargeted 
(avoiding identification) attacks on the algorithms.53 A human 
being would easily be able to identify the person correctly. 

Researchers explored a commercial facial recognition system that 
used a picture of a face as input, searched its database, and 
outputted the name of the person with the closest matching face 
(and a confidence score in that match). Over time, the researchers 
discovered information about the individual faces the system had 
been trained on – information they should not have had access to. 
They then built their own AI system that, when supplied with a 
person’s name, returned an imperfect image of the person, 
revealing data that had never been made public and should not 
have been.54 This kind of attack illustrates that the sensitive 
information used for training an AI may not be as well protected as 
desired. 
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Turning Lemons into Reflux: When AI Makes Things Worse 

Sometimes the biggest challenges emerge when AI does exactly what it is programmed 
to do! An AI doesn’t recognize social contexts or constructs, and this section examines 
some of the unwanted impacts that can result from the divergence between technical 
and social outcomes. The three fails explore three components of the AI: the training data fed into the model, 
the objective of the AI and the metrics chosen to measure its success, and the AI’s interactions with its 
environment. 

Fail #7. Irrelevant Data, Irresponsible Outcomes  

Fail: A lack of understanding about the training data, its properties, or the conditions under which the data was 
collected can result in flawed outcomes for the AI application. 
 

Why is this a fail? Many AI 
approaches reflect the patterns in 
the data they are fed. 
Unfortunately, data can be 
inaccurate, incomplete, 
unavailable, outdated, irrelevant, 
or systematically problematic. 
Even relevant and accurate data 
may be unrepresentative and 
unsuitable for the new AI task. 
Since data is highly contextual, 
the original purposes for collecting 
the data may be unknown or not 
appropriate to the new task, 
and/or the data may reflect 
historical and societal imbalances 
and prejudices that are now 
deemed illegal or harmful to 
segments of society.67 

 

What happens when things 
fail? When an AI system is 
trained on data with flawed 
patterns, the system doesn’t just 
replicate them, it can encode and 
amplify them.68 Without qualitative  

 
Examples: 

In 2008, early webcam facial tracking algorithms could not identify faces of 
darker skinned individuals because most of the training data (and the 
developers) were white skinned.62 One particularly illuminating demonstration 
of this fail occurred in 2018, when Amazon’s facial recognition system 
confused pictures of 28 members of Congress (the majority of them dark-
skinned) with mugshots.63 The ten-year persistence of these fails highlights 
the systemic and cultural barriers to fixing the problem, despite it being well 
acknowledged.   

40,000 Michigan residents were wrongly accused of fraud by a state-operated 
computer system that had an error rate as high as 93%. Why? The system 
could not convert some data from legacy sources, and documentation and 
records were missing, meaning the system often issued a fraud determination 
without having access to all the information it needed. A lack of human 
supervision meant the problem was not addressed for over a year, but that 
wouldn’t change the underlying problem that the data may not be usable for 
this application.64 

An AI for allocating healthcare services offered more care to white patients 
than to equally sick black patients. Why? The AI was trained on real data 
patterns, where unequal access to care means less money is traditionally 
spent on black patients than white patients with the same level of need. Since 
the AI’s goal was to drive down costs, it focused on the more expensive 
group, and therefore offered more care to white patients.65,66 This example 
shows the danger of relying on existing data with a history of systemic 
injustice, as well as the importance of selecting between a mathematical and 
a human-centric measure to promote the desired outcome.  
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and quantitative scientific methods to understand the data and how it 
was collected, the quality of data and its impacts are difficult to 
appreciate. Even when we apply these methods, data introduces 
unknown nuances and patterns (which are sometimes incorrectly 
grouped together with human influences and jointly categorized as 
‘biases’) that are really hard to detect, let alone fix.69,70  

Statistics can help us address some of these pitfalls, but we have to be 
careful to collect enough, and appropriate, statistical data. The larger 
issue is that statistics don’t capture social and political contexts and histories. We must remember that these 
contexts and histories have too often resulted in comparatively greater harm to minority groups (gender, 
sexuality, race, ethnicity, religion, etc.).71   

Documentation about the data, including why the data was collected, the method of collection, and how it was 
analyzed, goes a long way toward helping us understanding the data’s impact. 

 

Lessons Learned from This AI Fail:   

Hold AI to a Higher Standard  •  It’s OK to Say No to Automation  •  AI Challenges Are Multidisciplinary, so 
They Require a Multidisciplinary Team  •  Involve the Communities Affected by the AI  •  Use Math to Reduce 
Bad Outcomes Caused by Math  •  Make Our Assumptions Explicit  •  Offer the User Choices  •  Monitor the 
AI’s Impact and Establish Layers of Accountability  •  Envision Safeguards for AI Advocates  •  Require 
Objective, Third-party Verification and Validation 
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Fail #8. You Told Me to Do This 

Fail: An AI will do what we program it to do. But how it does so may differ from what users want, especially if 
we don’t consider social and contextual factors when developing the application. 
 

Why is this a fail? Even if an AI has perfectly relevant and representative data to learn from, the way the AI 
tries to perform its job can lead to actions we didn’t want or anticipate. We give the AI a specific task and a 
mathematical way to measure progress (sometimes called the “objective function” and “error function,” 
respectively). Being human, we make assumptions about how the algorithm will perform its task, but all the 
algorithm does is find a mathematically valid solution, even if that solution goes against the spirit of what we 
intended (the literature calls this “reward hacking”). Unexpected results are more common in: complicated 

The ten-year persistence of 
these fails highlights the 
systemic and cultural barriers 
to fixing the problem, despite 
it being well acknowledged 
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systems, in applications that operate over longer periods of time, and in systems that have less human 
oversight.72 

What happens when things fail? The AI 
doesn’t recognize social context or 
constructs; it doesn’t appreciate that some 
solutions go against the spirit of the rules. 
Therefore, the data and the algorithms aren’t 
‘biased,’ but the way the data interacts with 
our programmed goals can lead to biased 
outcomes. As designers, we set those 
objectives and ways of measuring success, 
which effectively incorporate what we value 
and why (consciously or unconsciously) into 
the AI.77  

Take the AI out of it for a moment, and just 
think about agreeing on a definition for a 
word. How would you define “fair”? (Arvind 
Narayanan, an associate professor of 
computer science at Princeton, defined 
“fairness” 21 different ways.)78 For example, 
for college admissions that make use of SAT 
scores, a reasonable expectation of fairness 
would be that two candidates with the same 
score should have an equal chance of being 
admitted – this approach relies on “individual 
fairness.” Yet, for a variety of socio-cultural 
reasons, students with more access to 
resources perform better on the test (in fact, 
the organization that creates the SAT 
recognized this in 2019 and began providing 
contextual information about the test taker’s “neighborhood” and high school).79 Therefore, another reasonable 
expectation of fairness would be that it takes into account demographic differences – this approach relies on 
“group fairness.” Thus, a potential tension exists between two laudable goals: individual fairness and group 
fairness. 

If we want algorithms to be ‘fair’ or ‘accurate,’ we have to agree on how to best scope these terms 
mathematically and socially. This means being aware of encoding one interpretation of the problem or 
preference for an outcome at the expense of the considerations of others. Therefore, we need to create 
frameworks and guidelines for when to apply specific AI applications, and weigh when the potential negative 
impacts of an AI outweigh the benefits of implementing it. 

 
Examples: 

An AI trained to identify cancerous skin lesions in images was 
successful, not because the AI learned to distinguish the 
shapes and colors of cancerous lesions from those of non-
cancerous features, but because only the images of cancerous 
lesions contained rulers and the AI based its decision on the 
presence or absence of rulers in the photos.73 This example 
shows the importance of understanding the key parameters an 
AI uses to make a decision, and illustrates how we may 
incorrectly assume that an AI makes decisions just as a human 
would. 

An algorithm designed to win at Tetris chose to pause the 
game indefinitely right before the next piece would cause it to 
lose.74 This example shows how an AI will mathematically 
satisfy its objective but fail to achieve the intended goals, and 
that the “spirit” of the rules is a human constraint that may not 
apply to the AI. 

Open AI created a text-generating AI (i.e., an application that 
can write text all on its own) whose output was 
indistinguishable from text written by humans. The 
organization decided to withhold full details of the original 
model since it was so convincing that malicious actors could 
direct it to generate propaganda and hate speech.75,76 This 
example shows how a well-performing algorithm does not 
inherently incorporate moral restrictions; adding that 
awareness would be the responsibility of the original 
developers or deployers. 
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Lessons Learned from This AI Fail:   

Hold AI to a Higher Standard  •  It’s OK to Say No to Automation  •  AI Challenges Are Multidisciplinary, so 
They Require a Multidisciplinary Team  •  Ask for Help: Hire a Villain   •  Use Math to Reduce Bad Outcomes 
Caused by Math  •  Make Our Assumptions Explicit  •  Offer the User Choices  •  Monitor the AI’s Impact and 
Establish Layers of Accountability  •  Envision Safeguards for AI Advocates  •  Require Objective, Third-party 
Verification and Validation  •  Entrust Sector-specific Agencies to Establish AI Standards for Their Domains 
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Fail #9. Feeding the Feedback Loop 

Fail: When an AI’s prediction is geared towards assisting humans, how a user responds can influence the AI’s 
next prediction. Those new outputs can, in turn, impact user behavior, creating a cycle that pushes towards a 
single end. The scale of AI magnifies the impact of this feedback loop: if an AI provides thousands of users with 
predictions, then all those people can be pushed toward increasingly specialized or extreme behaviors. 

Why is this a fail? The scale of AI 
deployment can result in substantial 
disruption and rewiring of everyday lives. 
Worse, people sometimes change their 
perceptions and beliefs to be more in line 
with an algorithm, rather than the other 
way around.83,84 

The enormous extent of the problem 
makes fixing it much harder. Even 
recognizing problems is harder, since the 
patterns are revealed through collective 
harms and are challenging to discover by 
connecting individual cases.85 

 

What happens when things fail? 
Decisions that seem harmless and 
unimportant individually, when collectively 
scaled, can build to become at odds with 
public policies, financial outcomes, and 
even public health. Recommender 
systems for social media sites choose 

  
Examples: 

If you’re driving in Leonia, NJ, and you don’t have a yellow tag 
hanging from your mirror, expect a $200 fine. Why? Navigation 
apps have redirected cars onto quiet, residential neighborhoods, 
where the infrastructure is not set up to support that traffic. 
Because the town could not change the algorithm, it tried to fight 
the outcomes, one car at a time.80 

Predictive policing AI directs officers to concentrate on certain 
locations. This increased scrutiny leads to more crime reports for 
that area. Since the AI uses the number of crime reports as a factor 
in its decision making, this process reinforces the AI’s decisions to 
send more and more resources to a single location and overlook 
the rest.81 This feedback loop becomes increasingly hard to break. 

YouTube’s algorithms are designed to engage an audience for as 
long as possible. Consequently, the recommendation engine 
pushes videos with more and more extreme content, since that’s 
what keeps most people’s attention. Widespread use of 
recommendation engines with similar objectives can bring fringe 
content – like conspiracy theories and extreme violence – into the 
mainstream.82 
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incendiary or fake articles for newsfeeds,86 health insurance companies decide which normal behaviors are 
deemed risky based off recommendations from AI,87 and governments allocate social services according to AIs 
that consider only one set of factors.88  

Concerns over the extent of the feedback loops AI can cause have increased. One government organization 
has warned that this behavior has the potential to contradict the very principles of pluralism and diversity of 
ideas that are foundational to Western democracy and capitalism.89  

 

Lessons Learned from This AI Fail:   

Hold AI to a Higher Standard  •  It’s OK to Say No to Automation  •  AI Challenges Are Multidisciplinary, so 
They Require a Multidisciplinary Team  •  Incorporate Privacy, Civil Liberties, and Security from the Beginning   
•  Ask for Help: Hire a Villain   •  Use Math to Reduce Bad Outcomes Caused by Math  •  Make Our 
Assumptions Explicit  •  Offer the User Choices  •  Monitor the AI’s Impact and Establish Layers of 
Accountability  •  Envision Safeguards for AI Advocates  •  Require Objective, Third-party Verification and 
Validation  •  Entrust Sector-specific Agencies to Establish AI Standards for Their Domains 
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Fail #10. A Special Case: AI Arms Race 

Even in the 1950s, Hollywood imagined that computers might launch a war. While today the general population 
is (mostly) confident that AI won’t be directly tied to the nuclear launch button, just the potential of AI in military-
capable applications is escalating global tensions, without a counteracting, cautionary force.90 The RAND 
Corporation, a nonprofit institution that analyzes US policy and decision making, describes the race to develop 
AI as sowing distrust among nuclear powers. Information about adversaries’ capabilities is imperfect, and the 
speed at which AI-based attacks could happen means that humans have less contextual information for 
response and may fear losing the ability to retaliate. Since there is such an advantage to a first strike, humans, 
not AIs, may be more likely to launch preemptively.91 Finally, the perception of a race may prompt the 
deployment of less-than-fully tested AI systems.92  

 

Lessons Learned from This AI Fail:   

Hold AI to a Higher Standard  •  It’s OK to Say No to Automation  •  AI Challenges Are Multidisciplinary, so 
They Require a Multidisciplinary Team  •  Incorporate Privacy, Civil Liberties, and Security from the Beginning   
•  Involve the Communities Affected by the AI  •  Plan to Fail  •  Promote Better Adoption through Gameplay  •  
Monitor the AI’s Impact and Establish Layers of Accountability  •  Envision Safeguards for AI Advocates  •  
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Require Objective, Third-party Verification and Validation  •  Entrust Sector-specific Agencies to Establish AI 
Standards for Their Domains 
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We’re Not Done Yet: After Developing the AI 

Developing AI is a dynamic, multifaceted process. Even if an AI performs optimally from 
a technical standpoint, other constraining factors could limit its overall performance and 
acceptance. Developing an AI to be safe and dependable means stakeholders must 
learn more about how the AI functions as the risks from its use increase. This section 
details factors that make that understanding challenging to achieve, and describes how proper documentation, 
explanations of intent, and user education can improve outcomes. 

Fail #11. Testing in the Wild 

Fail: Test and evaluation (T&E) teams work with algorithm developers to outline criteria for quality control, and 
of course they can’t anticipate all algorithmic outcomes. But the consequences (and even blame) for the 
unexpected results are sometimes transferred onto groups who are unaware of these limitations or have not 
consented to being test subjects.  
 

Why is this a fail? T&E of AI algorithms is 
hard. Even for AI models that aren’t entirely 
black boxes we have only limited T&E 
tools96,97 (though resources are 
emerging98,99,100). Difficulties for T&E result 
from: 

Uncertain outcomes: Many AI models are 
complex, not fully explainable, and 
potentially non-linear (meaning they behave 
in unexpected ways in response to 
unexpected inputs), and we don’t have 
great tools to help us understand their 
decisions and limitations.101 ,102 ,103  

Model drift: Due to changes in data, the 
environment, or people’s behavior an AI’s 

  
Examples: 

Boeing initially blamed foreign pilots for the 737 MAX crashes, 
even though a sensor malfunction, faulty software, lack of pilot 
training, making a safety feature an optional purchase, and not 
mentioning the software in the pilot manual were all contributory 
causes.93   

In 2014, UK immigration rules required some foreigners to pass 
an English proficiency test. A voice recognition system was used 
as part of the exam to detect fraud (e.g., if an applicant took the 
test multiple times under different names, or if a native speaker 
took the oral test posing as the applicant). But because the 
government did not understand how high the algorithm’s error 
rate was, and each flagged recording was checked by 
undertrained employees, the UK cancelled thousands of visas 
and deported people in error.94,95 Thus, applicants who had 
followed the rules suffered the consequences of the 
shortcomings in the algorithm. 

AI
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performance will drift, or become outdated, over time.104,105  

Unanticipated use: Because AI interacts with people who probably do not share our skills or understanding of 
the system, and who may not share our goals, the AI will be used in unanticipated ways. 

Pressures to move quickly: There is a tension between resolving to develop and deploy automated products 
quickly and taking time to test, understand, and address the limitations of those products.106 

Because all these difficulties, deployers and consumers of AI models often don’t know the range or severity of 
consequences of the AI’s application.107  

Jonathan Zittrain, Harvard Law School professor, describes how the issues that emerge from an unpredictable 
system will become problematic as the number of systems increases. He introduces the concept of “intellectual 
debt,” which applies to many fields, not only AI. For example, in medicine some drugs are approved for wide 
use even when “no one knows exactly how they work,”108 but they may still have value. If the unknowns were 
limited to only a single AI (or drug), then causes and effects might be isolated and mitigated. But as the number 
of AIs and their interactions with humans grows, performing the number of tests required to uncover potential 
consequences becomes logistically impossible.  

 

What happens when things fail? Users are held responsible for bad AI outcomes even if those outcomes aren’t 
entirely (or at all) their fault. A lack of laws defining accountability and responsibility for AI means that it is too easy to 
blame the AI victim when something goes wrong. The default assumption in semi-autonomous vehicle crashes, as in 
the Boeing 737 MAX tragedies, has been that drivers are solely at fault.109,110,111,112 ,113 Similarly, reports on the 737 
crashes showed that “all the risk [was put] on the pilot, who would be expected to know what to do within seconds if 
a system he didn’t know existed… forced the plane downward.”114 The early days of automated flying demonstrated 
that educating pilots about the automation capabilities and how to act as a member of a human-machine team 
reduced the number of crashes significantly.115,116,117  

As a separate concern, the individuals or communities subject to an AI can 
become unwilling or unknowing test subjects. Pedestrians can unknowingly 
be injured by still-learning, semi-autonomous vehicles;118 oncology patients 
can be diagnosed by an experimental IBM Watson (Watson is in a trial 
phase and not yet approved for clinical use);119 Pearson can offer different 
messaging to different students as an experiment in gauging student 
engagement.120 As the AI Now Institute at New York University (a research 
institute dedicated to understanding the social implications of AI 
technologies) puts it, “this is a repeated pattern when market dominance 
and profits are valued over safety, transparency, and assurance.”121  

 

 

 

The early days of automated 
flying demonstrated that 
educating pilots about the 
automation capabilities and 
how to act as a member of a 
human-machine team 
reduced the number of 
crashes significantly 
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Lessons Learned from This AI Fail:   
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Fail #12. Government Dependence on Black Box Vendors  

Fail: Trade secrecy and proprietary products make it challenging to verify and validate the relevance and 
accuracy of vendors’ algorithms. 

These examples demonstrate the importance of at least knowing the attributes of the data and processes for 
creating the AI model. 

 

Why is this a fail? For government 
organizations, it’s cheaper or easier to acquire 
algorithms from or outsource algorithm 
development to third-party vendors. To verify 
and validate the delivered technology, the 
government agency needs to understand the 
methodology that produced it: from analyzing 
what datasets were applied to knowing the 
objectives of the AI model to ensuring the 
operational environment was captured correctly.  

 

What happens when things fail? Often the 
problems with the vendors’ models come about 
because the models’ proprietary nature inhibits 
verification and validation capabilities. For example, if the vendor modified or added to the training data that the 
government supplied for the algorithm, or if the government’s datasets and operating environment have 
evolved from those provided to the vendor, then the AI won’t perform as expected. Unless the contract says 
otherwise, the vendor keeps its training and validation processes private. 

 
Examples: 

COMPAS, a tool that assesses recidivism risk of prison 
inmates (repeating or returning to criminal behavior), 
produced controversial results. In one case, because of an 
error in the data fed into the AI, an inmate was denied parole 
despite having a nearly perfect record of rehabilitation. Since 
COMPAS is proprietary, neither judges nor inmates know 
how the tool makes its decisions.122,123  

The Houston Independent School District implemented an AI 
to measure teachers’ performances by comparing their 
student’s test scores to the statewide average. The teacher’s 
union won a lawsuit, arguing that the proprietary nature of the 
product prevents teachers from verifying the results, thereby 
violating their Fourteenth Amendment rights to due 
process.124 
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In certain cases the government agency doesn’t have a mature enough understanding of AI requirements and 
acquisition to prevent mistakes. Sometimes a government agency doesn’t buy a product, but it buys a service. 
For example, since government agencies usually don’t have fully AI-capable workforces, an agency might 
provide its data to the vendor with the expectation that the vendor’s experts might discover patterns in the data. 
In some of these instances, agencies have forgotten to keep some data to serve as a test set, since the same 
data cannot be used for training and testing the product. 

These verification and validation challenges will become more important, yet harder to overcome, as vendors 
begin to pitch end-to-end AI platforms rather than specialized AI models. 
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Fail #13. Clear as Mud 

Fail: The technical and operational challenges in creating a perfectly understandable model can dissuade 
developers from including incomplete, but still helpful, context and explanations. This omission can prevent 
people from using an otherwise beneficial AI. 
 

Why is this a fail? When we introduce an AI into a new system or process, each set of stakeholders – AI 
developers, operators, decision makers, affected communities, and objective third-party evaluators – has 
different requirements for understanding, using, and trusting the AI system.125 These requirements are also 
domain and situation specific.126 

Especially as we begin to develop and adopt AI products that enhance or substitute for human judgment, it is 
essential that users and policymakers know more about how an AI functions and the intended and non-
intended uses for the AI. Adding explanations, documentation, and context are so important because they help 
calibrate trust in an AI – that is, figuring out how to trust the AI to the extent it should be trusted. Empowering 
users and stakeholders with understanding can address concepts such as:  

• Transparency – how does the AI work and what are its decision criteria?  
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• Traceability – can the AI help developers and 
users follow and justify its decision-making 
process?  

• Interpretability – can developers and users 
understand and make sense of any provided 
explanations? 

• Informativeness – does the AI provide information 
that different stakeholders find useful?  

• Policy – under what conditions is the AI used and 
how is it incorporated into existing processes or 
human decision making?  

• Limitations – do the stakeholders understand the 
limits of the AI and its intended uses?129,130,131 

Traditionally, the conversation in the AI community has 
focused on transparency (AI experts refer to it as 
“explainability” or “explainable AI”). Approaches for 
generating AI explanations are very active areas of 
research, but coming up with useful explanations of how 
the model actually makes decisions remains challenging for several reasons. Technically, it can be hard because 
certain models are very complex. Current explainer tools can emphasize which inputs had the most influence on 
an answer, but not why they had that influence, which makes them valuable but incomplete. Finally, early 
research showed a tradeoff between accuracy and explainability, but this tradeoff may not always exist. Some of 
us have responded to the myth that there must be a tradeoff by overlooking more interpretable models in favor of 
more common but opaque ones.132 

 

What happens when things fail? Cognitively, existing explanations 
can be misleading. Users can be tempted to impart their own 
associations or anthropomorphize an AI (i.e., attributing human 
intentions to it). Also, assuming causality when there is only 
correlation in an AI system will lead to incorrect conclusions.133 If 
these misunderstandings can cause financial, psychological, physical, 
or other types of harm, then the importance of good explanations 
becomes even greater.134   

The challenge lies in expanding the conversation beyond 
transparency and explainability to include the multitude of ways in which AI stakeholders can improve their 
understanding and choice. If we adopt the mindset that the users, policymakers, auditors, and others in the AI 
workflow are all our customers, this can help us devote more resources to providing the context that these 
stakeholders need. 

 

  
Examples: 

When UPS rolled out a route-optimization AI that told 
drivers the best route to take, drivers initially rejected 
it because they felt they knew better. Once UPS 
updated the system to provide explanations for some 
of its suggestions, the program had better 
success.127 

A psychiatrist realized that Facebook’s ‘people you 
may know’ algorithm was recommending her patients 
to each other as potential ‘friends,’ since they were 
all visiting the same location.128 Explanations to both 
users and developers as to why this algorithm made 
its recommendations could have mitigated similar 
breaches of privacy and removed those results from 
the output. 

Adding explanations, 
documentation, and context 
are so important because 
they help calibrate trust in an 
AI – that is, figuring out how 
to trust the AI to the extent it 
should be trusted 
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Lessons Learned from This AI Fail:   

Hold AI to a Higher Standard  •  AI Challenges Are Multidisciplinary, so They Require a Multidisciplinary Team  
•  Incorporate Privacy, Civil Liberties, and Security from the Beginning  •  Involve the Communities Affected by 
the AI  •  Plan to Fail  •  Make Our Assumptions Explicit  •  Try Human-AI Couples Counseling   •  Offer the 
User Choices  •  Promote Better Adoption through Gameplay  •  Monitor the AI’s Impact and Establish Layers 
of Accountability  •  Envision Safeguards for AI Advocates  •  Require Objective, Third-party Verification and 
Validation  •  Entrust Sector-specific Agencies to Establish AI Standards for Their Domains 

 

Failure to Launch: How People Can React to AI 

People often hold multiple, contradictory views at the same time. There are 
plenty of examples when it comes to human interaction with technology: people 
can be excited that Amazon or Netflix recommendations really reflect their tastes, 
yet worry about what that means for their privacy; they can use Siri and Google 
voice to help them remember things, yet lament about losing their short-term memory; they can rely on various 
newsfeeds to give them information, even if they know (or suspect) that the primary goal of the algorithms 
behind those newsfeeds is to keep their attention, not to deliver the broadest news coverage. These seeming 
dichotomies all revolve around trust, which involves belief and understanding, dependency and choice, 
perception and evidence, emotion and context. All of these elements of trust are critical to having someone 
accept and adopt an AI. When we as AI developers and deployers include technical, cultural, organizational, 
sociological, interpersonal, psychological, and neurological perspectives, we can more accurately align 
people’s trust in the AI to the actual trustworthiness of the AI, and thereby facilitate how people adopt of the AI.  

Fail #14. In AI We Overtrust  

Fail: When people aren’t familiar with AI, cognitive biases and external factors can prompt them to trust the AI 
more than they should. Even professionals can overtrust AIs deployed in their own fields. Worse, people can 
change their perceptions and beliefs to be more in line with an algorithm’s, rather than the other way around. 
 

Why is this a fail? When an AI is helping people do things better than they would on their own, it is easy to 
assume that the platform’s goals mirror the user’s goals. However, there is no such thing as a “neutral” AI.135 
During the design process we make conscious and unconscious assumptions about what the AI’s goals and 
priorities should be and what data streams the AI should learn from. Lots of times, our incentives and user 
incentives align, so this works out wonderfully: users drive to their destinations, or they enjoy the AI-
recommended movie. But when goals don’t align, most users don’t realize that they’re potentially acting against 
their interests. They are convinced that they’re making rational and objective decisions, because they are 
listening to a rational and objective AI.136  
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Furthermore, how users actually act and how they think 
they’ll act often differs. For example, a journalist 
documented eight drivers in 2013 who overrode their 
own intuition and blindly followed their GPS, including 
drivers who turned onto the stairs of the entrance to a 
park, a driver who drove into a body of water, and 
another driver who ran straight into a house, all because 
of their interpretation of the GPS instructions.141  

Numerous cognitive biases can contribute to 
overtrusting technology. Research highlights three 
prevalent ones: 

1. Humans can have a bias to assume automation is 
perfect; therefore, they have high initial trust.142 This 
“automation bias” leads users to trust automated 
and decision support systems even when it is 
unwarranted.  

2. Similarly, people generally believe something is true 
if it comes from an authority or expert, even if no 
supporting evidence is supplied.143 In this case, the 
AI is perceived as the expert.  

3. Lastly, humans use mental short-cuts to make sense of complex information, which can lead to 
overtrusting an AI if it behaves in a way that conforms to our expectations, or if we have an unclear 
understanding of how the AI works. Cathy O’Neil, mathematician and author, writes that our relationship to 
data is similar to an ultimate belief in God: “I think it has a few hallmarks of worship – we turn off parts of 
our brain, we somehow feel like it’s not our duty, not our right to question this.”144 

Therefore, the more an AI is associated with a supposedly flawless, data-driven authority, the more likely that 
humans will overtrust the AI. In these conditions, even professionals in a given field can cede their authority 
despite their specialized knowledge.145,146  

Another outcome of overtrust is that the AI reinforces a tendency to align with the model’s solution rather than 
the individual’s own, pushing AI predictions to become self-fulfilling.147 These outcomes also show that having 
a human supervise an AI will not necessarily work as a failsafe. 

 

What happens when things fail? The phenomenon of overtrust in AI has contributed to two powerful and 
potentially frightening outcomes. First, since AIs often have a single objective and reinforce increasingly 
specialized ends, users aren’t presented with alternative perspectives and are directed toward more 
individualistic, non-inclusive ways of thinking. 

  
Examples: 

A research team put 42 test participants into a fire 
emergency scenario featuring a robot responsible for 
escorting them to an emergency exit. Even though 
the robot passed obvious exits and got lost, 37 
participants continued to follow it.137,138 

Consumers who received a digital ad said they were 
more interested in a product that was specifically 
targeted for them, and even adjusted their own 
preferences to align with what the ad suggested about 
them.139 

In a research experiment, students were told that a 
robot would determine who had pushed a button and 
“buzzed in” first, thus winning a game. In reality, the 
robot tried to maximize participant engagement by 
evenly distributing who won. Even as the robot made 
noticeably inaccurate choices, the participants did not 
attribute the discrepancy to the robot having ulterior 
motives.140 
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Second, the pseudo-authority of AI has allowed pseudosciences to re-emerge with a veneer of validity. 
Demonstrably invalid examples of AI have been used to look at a person’s face and assess that person’s 
tendencies toward criminality or violence,148,149 current feelings,150 sexual orientation,151 and IQ or personality 
traits.152 These phrenology and physiognomy products and claims are unethical, irresponsible, and dangerous.  

Although these outcomes may seem extreme, overtrust has a wide range of consequences, from causing 
people to act against self-interest to promulgating discriminatory practices. 

 

Lessons Learned from This AI Fail:   
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Fail #15. Lost in Translation: Automation Surprise 

Fail: End-users can be surprised by how an AI acts, or that it failed to act when expected.  
 

Why is this a fail? When automated system behaviors cause users to ask, “What’s it doing now?” or “What’s it 
going to do next?” the literature calls this automation surprise.153 These behaviors leave users unable to predict 
how an automated system will act, even if it is working properly. Surprise can occur when the system is too 
complicated to understand, when we make erroneous assumptions about the environment in which the system 
will be used, or when people simply expect automated systems to act the same way they do.154 AI can 
exacerbate automation surprise because its decisions evolve and change over time. 

 

What happens when things fail? The more transparent we are about what the AI can and cannot do (which 
isn’t always possible because sometimes even we don’t know), the better we can educate users of that system 
about how it will or will not act. Human-machine teaming (HMT) principles help us understand the importance 
of good communication. When an AI is designed to help the human partner understand what the automation  
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will do next, the human partner can anticipate those 
actions and act in concert with them, or override or 
tweak the automation if needed.158,159,160 

Without this context and awareness, the human partner 
may become frustrated and stop using the AI. 
Alternatively, the human partner may be unprepared for 
the AI action and be unable to recover from a bad 
decision.  

 

Lessons Learned from This AI Fail:  

Hold AI to a Higher Standard  •  It’s OK to Say No to 
Automation  •  AI Challenges Are Multidisciplinary, so 
They Require a Multidisciplinary Team  •  Involve the 
Communities Affected by the AI  •  Make Our 
Assumptions Explicit  •  Try Human-AI Couples 
Counseling   •  Offer the User Choices  •  Promote 
Better Adoption through Gameplay  •  Monitor the AI’s 
Impact and Establish Layers of Accountability  •  
Envision Safeguards for AI Advocates  •  Require 
Objective, Third-party Verification and Validation  •  
Entrust Sector-specific Agencies to Establish AI 
Standards for Their Domains 
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Fail #16. The AI Resistance   

Fail:  Not everyone wants AI or believes that its benefits outweigh the costs. If we dismiss the cautious as 
Luddites, the technology can genuinely victimize the people who use it.  

“Luddite” is a term describing the 19th century English workmen who vandalized the labor-saving 
machinery that took their jobs. The term has since been extended to refer to one who is opposed to 
technological change.161 

 

  
Examples: 

When drivers take their hands off the wheel in 
modern cars, they can make dangerous assumptions 
about the car’s automated capabilities and who or 
what is in control of what part of the vehicle.155 This 
example illustrates the importance of providing 
training and time for the general population to 
familiarize themselves with a new automated 
technology. 

An investigation of a 2012 airplane near-crash (Tel 
Aviv – Airbus A320) revealed “significant issues with 
crew understanding of automation… and highlighted 
the inadequate provision by the aircraft operator of 
both procedures and pilot training for this type of 
approach.”156 This example shows how even 
professionals in a field need training when a new, 
automated system is introduced. 

Facebook trained AIs through unsupervised learning 
(without human supervision) to learn how to 
negotiate. The “Bob” and “Alice” chatbots started 
talking to each other in their own, made-up language, 
which was unintelligible to humans.157 This example 
shows that even AI experts can be completely 
surprised by an AI’s outcome. 
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Why is this a fail? The reluctance to adopt AI without 
reservation is warranted. Just a few years ago, the AI 
developer community saw the increase in AI capabilities 
as unadulterated progress and good. Recently, we’re 
learning that sometimes this holds true, and sometimes 
progress means progress only for some – that AI can 
have harmful impacts on users, communities, and 
employees of our AI companies.164,165  

 

What happens when things fail? Even those who are 
“early adopters” or an “early majority” in the technology 
adoption lifecycle166 may still have reservations about 
fully integrating the new technology into their lives. The 
people who reject AI entirely may have concerns that 
cannot be addressed by time, education, and training. 
For instance, some people find the automated email 
replies that mimic individual personalities creepy,167 some people are worried about the national security 
implications caused by deepfakes,168 some decry the mishandling of the private data that drives AI platforms,169 
some fear losing their jobs to AI,170 some protest the disproportionate impact of mass surveillance on minority 
groups,171,172,173 and some fear losing their lives to an AI-driven vehicle.174   

Anger, frustration, and resistance to AI are natural reactions to a society 
that seems to assume that technology adoption is inevitable and 
disruptive to their safety or way of life. The idea that the believers should 
just wait out the laggards and Luddites − or worse, treat them as the 
problem – is flawed. Therefore, we should listen to their concerns and 
bring in the resisters to guide the solution.  
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Examples: 

When Waymo decided to test self-driving cars in a 
town in Arizona without first seeking the residents’ 
approval, residents feared losing their jobs and their 
lives. Feeling they had no other options open to 
them, they threw rocks at the automated cars and 
slashed their tires as means of protest.162 

Cambridge Analytica used AI to surreptitiously 
influence voters through false information that was 
individually targeted. Public officials, privacy 
specialists, and investigative journalists channeled 
feelings of outrage, betrayal, confusion, and distrust 
into increased pressure to strengthen legislative 
protection.163 

Sometimes progress means 
progress only for some – that 
AI can have harmful impacts 
on users, communities, and 
employees of our AI 
companies 
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AI Registry: The Things We’ll Need That Support AI 

AI isn’t just about the data and algorithms. To be successful, we as developers and 
deployers depend on a whole line of supporting elements. This section addresses some, 
but not all, of those elements, including the right governing policies, the right people, the 
right data, and the right equipment. 

 

Fail #17. Good (Grief!) Governance  

Fail: We sometimes implement AI without a detailed strategy for how it will be governed, and there aren’t any 
laws that ensure oversight and accountability. In that vacuum, the technology itself is redefining cultural and 
societal norms. 
 

Why is this a fail? AI has reached a state of maturity 
where governance is a necessary, yet difficult, element. 
AI systems continue to be increasingly integrated into 
daily life, but this occurs without adequate governance, 
oversight, or accountability. This happens in part 
because: 

1. AI is a probabilistic and dynamic process, meaning 
AI outcomes will not be fully replicable, consistent, 
and predictable. Therefore, new governance 
mechanisms must be developed. 

2. Organizations allocate money to buy products, but 
often do not add funds for creating and testing 
internal governance policies. Therefore, those 
policies may not be introduced until the effects of 
the technology’s use have had an impact on 
people’s lives. 

3. Government and private organizations sometimes 
keep policies that govern AI use and development 
hidden from the public in order to protect national 
security interests or trade secrets.177 

4. There are no mature AI laws, standards or norms that apply across multiple domains, and laws within a 
specific domain are only now emerging. Therefore, standardizing policies or sharing best practices face 
additional obstacles. 

 
Examples: 

Police departments can purchase crime prediction 
products that estimate where crimes will occur or 
who will be involved. Many of the products are “black 
boxes,” meaning it is not clear how decisions are 
made, and many police departments deploy them in 
the absence of clear or publicly available policies to 
guide how they should be applied.175 Often a new 
technology is acquired and used first, while policy 
and governance for its use are developed later. 

Employees of a contractor working for Google paid 
dark-skinned, homeless people $5 for letting the 
contractor take a picture of their faces in order to 
make its training dataset more diverse.176 In addition, 
these workers may have misled the homeless about 
the purpose of their participation. Without 
comprehensive legislation about data collection and 
privacy infringement, ending such questionable 
practices becomes the responsibility of the 
governance policies of each company. 

https://sites-dev.mitre.org/aifails/the-cult-of-ai/
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The result is that in the United States there are few clear governance models for industry or government to 
replicate, and there are limited legal authorities that specify whom to hold accountable when things go 
wrong.178,179 

 

 

 

What happens when things fail? In response to unclear legal 
accountabilities, organizations have embraced declarations of ethical 
principles and frameworks that promote responsible AI development.183 
These statements vary in detail and specificity, but almost all declare 
principles of transparency, non-discrimination, accountability, and 
safety. These current approaches represent important steps, but 
evidence shows that they are not enough. They are almost universally 
voluntary commitments, and few of the declarations include 
recommendations, specifics, or use cases for how to make the 
principles actionable and implementable (though in the largest AI 
companies, these are being developed).184 Finally, researchers have 
shown that pledges to uphold ethical principles do not guarantee ethical behavior.185   

In parallel with private efforts, the US government is beginning to define guidance, but it is still in early stages. 
In January 2020, the White House published draft principles for guiding federal regulatory and non-regulatory 

Did You Know?  
Black Box Processes 

Employing opaque AI systems or governance policies allows organizations to more easily act in 
hidden or non-transparent ways. Predictive policing AI systems, which suggest individuals or areas 
that police should focus on when fighting crime, provide a thoroughly studied example. Even though 
the AI tools have been in operation for several years, the public isn’t given information about how the 
tools work, how police departments use the tools, or what the police themselves know about the 
technology and the policy.180,181 Upturn, a non-profit organization promoting technology and 
advancing justice, wrote a report in 2016 on predictive policing and civil rights which points out that AI 
prediction tools shape the roles of the police department. Since the AI’s data comprises short-term 
actions like generating citations and arrests, it pushes police resources towards collecting the same 
type of data based on short-term actions, rather than toward broader community integration and 
protection. The report also points out that “police hesitate to use predictive technology to analyze their 
own performance, even… [for] counseling and training… turning these approaches inward can be a 
lower stakes way to apply data driven insights in the policing context.”182  

Without proper governance, 
and legal accountability and 
oversight, the technology 
becomes the de-facto norm. 
Therefore, we must 
recognize that because we 
control the code, we may 
unintentionally become de-
facto decision makers. 
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approaches to AI,186 and state governments are also getting more involved in regulation.187 However, often 
state laws are contradictory or lag the technology. As of January 2020, several cities in California and 
Massachusetts have banned the use of facial recognition technology by public entities,188 but at the same time 
other US cities, as well as airports and private entities, are increasing their adoption of the same 
technology.189,190 Because this field of law is so new there are limited precedents.  

Absent precedent, AI applications – or more accurately we, the developers –unintentionally create new norms. 
The dangers that we must keep in mind are that the AI can undermine traditional figures of authority and 
reshape the rule of law. Without proper governance, and legal accountability and oversight, the technology 
becomes the de-facto norm. Therefore, we must recognize that because we control the code, we may 
unintentionally become de-facto decision makers.191 
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Fail #18. Just Add (Technical) People  

Fail: AI skills are in ever-higher demand, but employers erroneously believe that they only need to hire 
technical people (with backgrounds in computer science, engineering, mathematics, or related fields), even 
though developing successful and beneficial AI is not purely a technical challenge.  
 

Why is this a fail? The small size of the AI workforce is often cited as the greatest barrier to AI adoption.192 
This same problem applies in other fields; for example, healthcare and cybersecurity have similar shortages of 
skilled technical workers. When responding to the immediate need for AI talent, companies rightly focus on 
hiring and training data scientists with expertise in AI algorithms, or other specialists in the fields of computer 
science, engineering, mathematics, and related technical areas. While these employees are absolutely 
necessary to develop and implement AI at a technical level, just as necessary are specialists from other fields 
who can balance and contextualize how AI is applied in that domain.   
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What happens when things fail? The 
healthcare and cyber fields are a couple of 
years ahead of AI when it comes to articulating 
the skills and abilities necessary for a fully 
representative workforce. Leaders in both fields 
recognize that the shortage of technical skills is 
one challenge, while creating multidisciplinary 
teams is another. For example, the US 
government developed a National Initiative for 
Cybersecurity Education (NICE) framework that 
“describes the interdisciplinary nature of the 
cybersecurity workforce [and]... describes 
cybersecurity work and workers irrespective of 
where or for whom the work is performed.”196 
Healthcare organizations have long realized 
that meeting workforce needs involves more 
than just hiring doctors and have acted on 
evidence that interdisciplinary collaboration 
leads to better patient outcomes.197,198,199  

In contrast, the companies and organizations 
that develop and deploy AI have not yet 
designed or agreed on similar AI workforce 
guidelines, though the US government does 
recognize the importance of interdisciplinary 
and inclusive teams in several AI strategy 
publications.200,201 The next step is to move 
from recognition to implementation. 
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Examples: 

IBM Watson produced “unsafe and incorrect” cancer treatment 
recommendations, including “recommendations that conflicted 
with national treatment guidelines and that physicians did not 
find useful for treating patients.” Internal IBM documents reveal 
that training was based on only a few hypothetical cases and a 
few specialists’ opinions. This finding suggests that including 
more doctors, hospital administrators, nurses, and patients 
early in the development process could have led to the use of 
proper diagnostic guidelines and training data.193 

A crash between a US Navy destroyer and an oil tanker 
resulted from a navigation system interface that was poorly 
designed, overly complicated, and provided limited 
feedback.194 Engineers and scientists who study how poor 
interfaces lead to mishaps can and have helped shape better 
interface design and safety processes.  

In 2015, Google’s automated photo-tagging software 
mislabeled images of dark-skinned people as “gorillas.” 
Through 2018, Google’s solution was to remove “gorilla” and 
the names of other, similar animals from the application’s list of 
labels.195 Hiring employees and managers trained in diverse 
disciplines, and not merely technical ones, could have resulted 
in alternative, more inclusive, outcomes.  
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Fail #19. Square Data, Round Problem  

Fail: Having data doesn’t mean we have a solution: the right data for the problem is not always easily collectable, 
or in formats that are ingestible or comparable. What’s more, we may not be able to collect data on all the factors 
that a given AI application must take into account for adequately understanding the problem space. 
 

Why is this a fail? Some AI applications require large 
amounts of data to be effective. Fortuitously for the AI 
community, we are experiencing an explosion of data 
being generated (2.5 quintillion bytes a day, and 
growing204). But much of this data is not ready for 
exploitation. The data can be full of errors, leave gaps, 
or not be standardized, making its practical use 
challenging (as seen in the United Airlines example). As 
a result, a surprisingly high number of businesses (79%) 
are basing critical decisions on data that hasn't been 
properly verified.205 On the other hand, valid and useful 
data can be incompatible across multiple similar 
applications, preventing an organization from creating a 
fuller picture (as seen in the DoD example).  

 

What happens when things fail? The challenge for some of us then, is to understand that more data isn’t a 
solution to every problem. Aside from concerns over accuracy, completeness, and historical patterns, not all 
factors can be captured by data. Some of the problem-spaces involved have complex, interrelated factors: for 
example, one study on community policing found that easy-to-collect data, like the number of crime reports and 

citations, was used for determining how to combat crime; yet this 
approach overlooks factors vital to correctly addressing the issues, such 
as identifying community problems, housing issues, and public health 
patterns.206  

The French Data Protection Authority (the government agency 
responsible for the protection of personal data) warns against ignoring a 
complex reality for the sake of results: “care must be taken to ensure that 
the obsession for [sic] effectiveness and predictability behind the use of 
algorithms does not lead to us designing legal rules and categories no 
longer on the grounds of our ideal of justice, but so that they are more 
readily ‘codable.’”207 

 

 

  
Examples: 

United Airlines lost $1B in revenue in 2016 from 
relying on a system that drew on inaccurate and 
limited data. United had built a software system to 
forecast demand for passenger seating, but the 
assumptions behind the data were so flawed and out 
of date that two-thirds of the system’s outputs were 
not good enough for accurate projections.202 

The Navy, Air Force, and Army all collect different 
information when they investigate why an aircraft 
crashes or has a problem, making it difficult for the 
Department of Defense (DoD) to compare trends or 
share lessons learned.203 

Care must be taken to 
ensure that the obsession for 
[sic] effectiveness and 
predictability behind the use 
of algorithms does not lead 
to us designing legal rules 
and categories no longer on 
the grounds of our ideal of 
justice, but so that they are 
more readily ‘codable’ 
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Lessons Learned from This AI Fail:   

Hold AI to a Higher Standard  •  It’s OK to Say No to Automation  •  Incorporate Privacy, Civil Liberties, and 
Security from the Beginning  •  Involve the Communities Affected by the AI  •  Use Math to Reduce Bad 
Outcomes Caused by Math  •  Make Our Assumptions Explicit  •  Promote Better Adoption through Gameplay  •  
Monitor the AI’s Impact and Establish Layers of Accountability  •  Envision Safeguards for AI Advocates  •  
Require Objective, Third-party Verification and Validation 

 

Return to Table of Contents 

 

Fail #20. My 8-Track Still Works So What’s the Issue?  

Fail: Organizations often attempt to deploy AI without considering what hardware, computational resources, 
and information technology (IT) systems users actually have.  

 

Why is this a fail? The latest processors have amazing 
computational power, and most AI companies can pay 
for virtual access to the fastest and most powerful 
machines in the cloud. Government agencies are often 
an exception: short-term budget priorities, long and 
costly acquisition cycles, and security requirements to 
host their own infrastructure in-house210,211 have pushed 
the government towards maintaining and sustaining 
existing IT, rather than modernizing the technology.212 
Another exception is established commercial institutions 
with vital legacy infrastructure (for instance, 92 of the 
top 100 banks still use mainframe computers), which 
have such entrenched dependencies that updating IT 
can have costly and potentially disruptive effects on the 
business.213 

 

What happens when things fail? Any group that depends on legacy systems finds it hard to make use of the 
latest AI offerings, and the technology gap continues to increase over time. While an organization’s current IT 
may not be as obsolete as the examples here, any older infrastructure has more limited libraries and software 
packages, and less computational power and memory, than modern systems, and therefore may not meet the 
requirements of heavy AI processing. So, algorithms developed elsewhere may not be compatible with existing 
solutions and can’t simply be ported to an older generation of technology.  

  
Examples: 

The Department of Defense still uses 8-inch floppy 
disks in a system that “coordinates the operational 
functions of the nation's nuclear forces.”208 
Implementing advanced algorithms would be 
impossible on this hardware. 

95% of ATM transactions still use COBOL, a 58-year-
old programming language (numbers as of 2017), 
which raises concerns about maintaining critical 
software over the next generation of ATMs.209 
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Lessons Learned from This AI Fail:   

It’s OK to Say No to Automation  •  Plan to Fail  •  Make Our Assumptions Explicit  •  Monitor the AI’s Impact 
and Establish Layers of Accountability  •  Require Objective, Third-party Verification and Validation 
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LESSONS LEARNED 

Expand Early Project Considerations 

 

Lesson #1. Hold AI to a Higher Standard  

New technology applications, and the companies that develop those technologies, are increasingly using AI 
and more advanced forms of automation. The problems present in previous generations of automated 
technology are now exacerbated by the scope and scale of AI. How? 

1. An AI system replicates the social values of its developers and also embeds them into systems. As 
developers and deployers, our choices, assumptions, simplifications, and trade-offs all shape the behavior 
of the system, and we can (intentionally or not) encode those values as the new standard. All too often 
those values represent how young, white, technically oriented, Western men interact with the world. We 
need to improve our outreach to and understanding of a far broader set of stakeholder communities. 

2. An AI system’s reach can centralize power in the hands of a few. If one person makes a decision or 
influences one other person’s behavior, the effects are limited. But an AI allows us to aggregate and 
amplify our influence over many people’s behaviors. Even an entirely automated decision is never neutral – 
outcomes always affect people differently. Therefore, we should explore how AI changes human behavior 
at scale, and apply what we learn to the AI we create.214,215 

3. People can be influenced to trust AI more than they should. In certain conditions, people place more trust 
in an AI than is warranted, because they assume it is more impartial and infallible than they are. Individuals 
also have cognitive biases that lead them to treat connections and correlations as conclusions and 
inferences. Because AI can connect exponentially more information than a small group can on its own, it 
can magnify the effects of false or misleading conclusions. We should do our best to ensure that the trust 
people place in the AI is matched by a higher degree of trustworthiness.   

4. There is a tension between global pressures to develop and deploy AI quickly, and the need to understand 
and mitigate an AI’s impacts. When AI systems scale, or act so fast that humans cannot respond in time, 
then humans must rely on the guardrails and risk mitigation practices incorporated in the system. If these 
protections and practices are limited because developers focused on deploying AI as rapidly as possible, 
the chances for unwanted outcomes increase. Therefore, we need to ensure we integrate risk assessment 
and mitigation protections early in the AI’s development and throughout the system’s lifecycle. 

5. It is unclear who is accountable for an AI system’s decisions. As of today, legal responsibility for the 
consequences of AI system use has not been established, and this results in a lack of accountability or in 
holding the wrong person accountable.216 When no one is considered legally accountable if something 
goes wrong, and no one is made responsible for fixing it, the consequences of mistakes and misuse can 
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easily lead to abuse of privacy and civil rights. We have to exercise particular care to reach out to those 
who best understand the domain and risks, and be more inclusive in our design teams as a way to prevent 
bad outcomes to the extent possible. 

We are in the best position to recognize the potential impacts of this technology. If we hold AI to a higher 
standard, our example has the potential to raise the standard across the board. If we establish rigorous 
practices for quality control and assurance within our organizations, then other AI vendors will feel pressure to 
match the evolved market expectations. When companies and the government set standards for workforce 
training, AI team composition, and governance practices, those standards become a baseline for a common 
lexicon, curricula in universities, and expectations across the public, private, and academic sectors.217  

The rest of the lessons learned provide more detail on specific aspects of ensuring proper use of AI and offer 
actionable implementation guidance. 

 

Lesson #2. It’s OK to Say No to Automation 

The first things we should ask when starting an AI project is simply, “Is this actually a problem that we need AI 
to address? Can AI even be effective for this purpose?” Our end goal is really to meet stakeholder needs, 
independent of the particular technology or approach we choose.218  

Sometimes, automation is simply not the right choice. As a general rule, 
the more the outcome should depend on human judgment, the more 
“artificial” an AI solution is. Some more guidelines follow:  

• Our AI systems should incorporate more human judgment and 
teaming as applications and environments become more complex 
or dynamic. 

• We should enlist human scrutiny to ensure that the data we use is 
relevant and representative of our purposes, and that there is no historical pattern of bias and 
discrimination in the data and application domain. 

• If the risk of using the data or the purpose of the AI could cause financial, psychological, physical, or other 
types of harm, then we must ask whether we should create or deploy the AI at all.219 

Applying AI more selectively will help stakeholders accept that those AI solutions are appropriate. 
Distinguishing which challenges would benefit from AI and which challenges do not lend themselves to AI, 
gives customers and the public more confidence that AI is deployed responsibly, justifiably, and in 
consideration of existing norms and public safety. 

 

As a general rule, the more 
the outcome should depend 
on human judgment, the 
more “artificial” an AI 
solution is 
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Lesson #3. AI Challenges Are Multidisciplinary, so They Require a Multidisciplinary Team  

The challenges to overcome when developing or implementing AI are diverse and can be both technical and 
social in nature. As a result, no one person or discipline can singlehandedly “fix” AI. Those of us on the front 
lines of building the AI share many attributes (i.e., similar education and degrees, life experiences, and cultural 
backgrounds). 220 If we do not actively work to incorporate other valid perspectives into the development 
process, we risk having the AI reflect our assumptions about how the product will be used and by whom, 
instead of being based on research evidence and empirical data.  

Therefore, our development teams need members with diverse demographic and professional backgrounds. 
Examples of members of a well-rounded team include: 

• Data engineers to ensure that data is usable and relevant  

• Model developers to help the AI achieve the project’s objectives  

• Strategic decision makers who understand the technical aspects of 
AI as well as broader strategic issues or business needs 

• Domain specialists to supply context about how people in their 
field actually behave, existing business practices, and any 
historical biases. Domain experts can be scientific or non-
scientific; they may be military personnel, teachers, doctors and 
patients, artists … any people who are actual experts in the area 
for which the AI is being designed.221 

• Qualitative experts or social scientists to help technologists and 
decision makers clarify ideas, create metrics, and objectively examine factors that would affect adoption of 
the AI 

• Human factors or cognitive engineers to help ensure that AI is not just integrated into a technology or 
process, but is adopted willingly and with appropriately calibrated trust 

• Accident analysis experts who can draw on a long history of post-accident insights and frameworks to 
improve system design and anticipate areas of concern 

• Legal and policy experts to oversee that data use and governance are covered by relevant authorities, to 
identify legal implications of the deployed AI, and to ensure that the process is following established 
mechanisms of oversight. 

• Privacy, civil liberties, and cybersecurity experts to help evaluate and if necessary mitigate how design 
choices could affect concerns in their respective areas 

• The users of the AI and the communities that will be affected by the AI to reinforce the importance of 
meeting the desired outcomes of all stakeholders 

• Educators to prepare the workforce in their respective fields to overcome misperceptions about AI’s 
capabilities, help users identify how to spot and track problems with AI, and learn from previous good and 
poor experiences that come from the introduction of new tools. 

If we do not actively work to 
incorporate other valid 
perspectives into the 
development process, we 
risk having the AI reflect our 
assumptions about how the 
product will be used and by 
whom, instead of being 
based on research evidence 
and empirical data. 
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The most successful teams are ones in which all perspectives are voiced and considered. To that end, we must 
remember to not only include multidisciplinary experts on the team, but also make sure that all teammates have 
equal decision-making power.222 

 

Lesson #4. Incorporate Privacy, Civil Liberties, and Security from the Beginning  

Let’s borrow and extend the “Fundamental Theorem of Security” stated by Roman Yampolskiy, a professor at 
the University of Louisville, to say, “Every security system will eventually fail; {every piece of data collected will 
be used in unanticipated ways}. If your system has not failed, just wait longer.”223 (text in curly braces 
represents additions to the quotation).  

Many AI-enabled systems rely on growing amounts of data in order to 
enable more accurate and more tailored pattern recognition. As that 
data becomes increasingly personal and sensitive, the costs that result 
from those datasets being misused, stolen, or more intricately 
connected become much greater and more alarming. Privacy, civil 
liberties, and security experts are now more essential to AI development 
than ever, because they specialize in recognizing and mitigating against 
the ways in which data can be used in unforeseen ways.224  

We must consider privacy-, civil liberties-, security-, and mission-related objectives at the beginning of the 
development project, when we can evaluate tradeoffs among the four. To aid us in understanding the risks 
involved and being proactive in preventing those risks, experts in these fields can help us navigate and resolve 
some of the following tensions:  

• Collecting and using more data to achieve better quality outcomes vs. respecting individuals’ privacy and 
ownership over their data225 

• Making models or datasets openly available to the public for broader use and scrutiny vs. revealing more 
information that lets adversaries find new ways to hack the information226 

• Meeting consumer demand for products that are becoming more integrated into their homes (and bodies) 
vs. mitigating the increasing consequences to their safety when those devices fail or are hacked227 

• Balancing data and privacy protection in legislation, such as in Europe’s General Data Protection 
Regulation (GDPR). Current policy differs across countries228,229,230 and states.231,232 

These considerations cannot be afterthoughts. Too often, the seductive values of cost savings and efficiencies 
blind commercial and government organizations to the need for addressing privacy, civil liberties, and security 
concerns adequately. Incorporating this expertise on our teams early offers a means for developing AI systems 
that can meet mission needs and simultaneously address these considerations.  

 
Return to Table of Contents 

Every security system will 
eventually fail; {every piece 
of data collected will be used 
in unanticipated ways}. If 
your system has not failed, 
just wait longer. 
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Build Resiliency into the AI and the Organization 

 

Lesson #5. Involve the Communities Affected by the AI 

When we design an application with only the end-user in mind, the application can have very different 
objectives and success criteria than if we design for the communities that the AI will affect. Two particularly 
powerful examples of one-sided implementation – facial recognition for policing, and AIs that recommend which 
patients receive healthcare – are described elsewhere in this paper. Those emotionally charged examples 
illustrate that both end-users and affected communities may be able to find common ground on desired 
outcomes if given the opportunity. But since the affected communities were not invited to discussions with AI 
developers, the developers did not design the system to reflect the communities’ perspectives.  

Therefore, we should be sure to include representatives from the communities that will be affected by the 
algorithm, in addition to the end-users. Treating these communities as customers, and even giving them a vote 
in choosing success criteria for the algorithm, is another step that would lead toward more human-centric 
outcomes.233  

These conversations should start early and continue past algorithm 
deployment. The University of Washington’s Tech Policy Lab offers a 
step-by-step guide for facilitating inclusivity in technology policy.234 It 
includes actions that can help organizations identify appropriate 
stakeholder groups, run group sessions, and close the loop between 
developers and the invited communities. 

Why are these types of approaches so necessary? Education and 
exposure are powerful tools. They help us fill gaps in our knowledge: 
they help us to learn about communities’ previous experiences with 
automation, and they give us insight regarding the level of explainability and transparency required for 
successful outcomes. In turn, those communities and potential users of the AI can learn how the AI works, align 
their expectations to the actual capabilities of the AI, and understand the risks involved in relying on the AI. 
Involving these communities will clarify the kinds of AI education, training, and advocacy needed to improve AI 
adoption and outcomes.235,236 Then, we and the consumers of our AI products will be better able to anticipate 
adoption challenges, appreciate whether the risks and rewards of the systems apply evenly across individual 
users and communities, recognize how previous solutions (automated or not) have become successful, and 
protect under-represented populations.237,238 

 

Treating these communities 
as customers, and even 
giving them a vote in 
choosing success criteria for 
the algorithm, is another step 
that would lead toward more 
human-centric outcomes. 
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Lesson #6. Plan to Fail 

Benjamin Franklin once said, “If you don't plan to fail, you fail to plan.”239 The uncertain and the unexpected are 
part of reality, but resiliency comes from having many ways to prevent, moderate, or recover from mistakes or 
failure.240 Not all resilient methods have to be technical; they can rely on human participation and partnership. 
The overall amount of resiliency needed in an application increases as the AI’s success becomes more critical 
for the overall outcome.  

Prevent: If it’s possible to reduce the criticality of the AI to the mission, 
we should do it. When it’s not, we should follow the aircraft industry’s 
example and eliminate single points of failure. Boeing, for example, has 
“three flight computers that function independently, with each computer 
containing three different processors manufactured by different 
companies.”241 Analog backups, such as old-fashioned paper and pen, 
can’t be hacked or lose power. 

Moderate: We should try to include some checks and balances. One idea might be to simply “cap” how 
extreme an outcome might be; as an analogy, a video-sharing platform could limit showing videos that are 
categorized as “too extreme.”242 Alternatively, AI projects should make use of human judgment by adding 
“alerts” for both us and for users; as an example, a video-sharing platform could alert viewers that a suggested 
video is linked to an account that has previously uploaded more extreme content.243 These caps and alerts 
should correspond to the objectives and risk criteria set early in the AI development process. 

Recover: We should anticipate that the AI will fail and try to envision the consequences. This means that we 
should consider identifying all systems that might be impacted, whether back-ups or analogs exist, if technical 
staff are trained to address those failures, how users are likely to respond to an AI failure, and hiring bad guys 
to find vulnerabilities before the technology is deployed.  

We can usually improve resiliency by treating the intended users as partners. Communicating why we made 
particular decisions can go a long way toward reducing misunderstandings and misaligned assumptions. Also, 
offering a choice to the users or individuals affected by the AI allows people to decide what’s best for their 
needs at the moment.  

 

Lesson #7. Ask for Help: Hire a Villain  

While we can leave it to bad actors or luck to identify vulnerabilities in a deployed AI, or we can 
proactively hire a team that’s on our side to do it. Such “red teams” take the perspective of an adversary.  

From the technology perspective, these surrogate villains can deploy automated software testing tools to find 
bugs and vulnerabilities. One interesting approach to meeting this shortfall is Netflix’s “Simian Army,” which 
intentionally introduces different types of automation failures in order to build resiliency into their architecture.244 

If it’s possible to reduce the 
criticality of the AI to the 
mission, we should do it. 
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One such tool is the “chaos monkey”,245 which randomly shuts down services or elements of code to reveal 
where more strengthening can be beneficial.  

We can also turn to professional “white-hat hackers.” White-hat hackers are experts (often formally certified) 
who hack for a good cause or to aid a company, organization, or government agency without causing 
harm.246,247 Organizations such as Apple248 and the Department of Defense249 have hired white-hats or posted 
rewards for identifying and sharing vulnerabilities.  

These surrogate villains should also go after more than just the technology. Red teams and white hats look for 
vulnerabilities that come from people and processes as well as the tech.250 For example, is that entry to a building 
unguarded? Can a person be convinced to insert a USB stick with a virus on it into a system? Can that system be 
tricked into giving more access than intended? Red teams and white hats will try all that and more. 

Hiring a villain reduces vulnerabilities and helps us build in more technical and procedural resiliency. 

 

Lesson #8. Use Math to Reduce Bad Outcomes Caused by Math 

First, we must accept that no data-driven solution will be perfect, and our goal shouldn’t be to achieve 
perfection. Instead we should try to understand and contextualize our errors.251 

Looking at the data. We can apply existing statistical sampling mitigations to combat mathematical forms of bias 
that arise from sampling errors (which are distinct from bias caused by human influence). These mitigations 
include collecting larger samples and intentionally sampling from categorized populations (e.g., stratified random 
sampling).252 In the last few years, statistical bias toolkits253,254,255,256,257 have emerged that incorporate 
visualizations to help us understand our data. Specific toolkits258 have also been developed to help us understand 
datasets that contain associations that are human-influenced (for example, the term “female” is more closely 
associated with “homemaker” than with “computer programmer” in a search of Google News articles259).  

Looking at the algorithms. We can also offset an AI’s tendency to amplify patterns at the model level. One set 
of intervention methods imposes model constraints that push predictions toward a target statistical 
distribution260 or uses guardrails that enforce limits to outcomes or trigger alerts for human investigation.261 
Another method helps reduce runaway feedback loops (which push behavior toward increasingly specialized 
and extreme ends) by restricting how outputs generated from model predictions should be fed back into the 
algorithm.262 One simple diagnostic is to compare the distributions of predicted to observed outputs.263  

Mathematical approaches can reduce the occurrence of undesired, mathematically-based outcomes. We must 
remember, though, that removing all mathematical error may not answer the social concerns about the AI’s 
impact. We must also remember that the allure of a purely technical, seemingly objective solution takes 
resources and attention away from the educational and sociopolitical approaches that are necessary to address 
the more fundamental challenges behind complex issues.264 

Return to Table of Contents 
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Calibrate Our Trust in the AI and the Data 

 

Lesson #9. Make Our Assumptions Explicit 

Let’s start with an example: say we collect images of irises that grow in North America, and we train an AI to 
classify three different types of irises. The algorithm is pretty successful, and we want to share it with the world. 
If some potential users live in Europe and wants to use the algorithm, it’s important for them to know that the 
accuracy would diminish for them because European irises look different, or that we only collected images in 
the daytime, or that we could only find a small sample for one type of iris. These users need to know the 
assumptions and tradeoffs behind the chosen training data, model parameters, and environment for that 
algorithm. Otherwise, they could be using the AI incorrectly or for purposes it was not intended to fulfill, but 
would trust in the outcomes nonetheless. 

Generalizing from this example, many groups of people benefit from understanding the original developers’ 
assumptions:  

• Those who acquire or want to repurpose the AI systems need to know where the data comes from and 
what its characteristics are in order to make sure it aligns with their purposes.  

• End users and consumers need to know how to appropriately interact with the AI so that they encounter 
fewer surprises and can more accurately weigh the risks of integrating the technology into their 
processes. 

• AI policymakers and legislators need to know the original intended and unintended uses for the AI in order 
to apply, update, monitor, and govern it in an informed way.  

• Objective third parties need to assess if the data and the algorithm’s outcomes are mathematically and 
socially representative of the historical norms established in the domain where the AI is being deployed.265 

Once they recognize the value of conveying these assumptions, organizations can take two steps to promote 
this practice. 

1. Have the developers fill out standardized templates that capture assumptions and decisions. No one knows 
better about the intended and unintended uses for their data and tools than the original developers. Two sets of 
researchers from industry and academia have created templates that help draw out the developers’ intents, 
assumptions, and discussions. The first, datasheets for datasets, documents the dataset’s “[purpose], 
composition, collection process, recommended uses,” decisions, and justifications.266 Data choice and 
relevance are particularly critical to reduce bias and avoid placing miscalibrated trust in AIs.267  

Serving as a complementary process, model cards for model reporting “clarify the intended use cases of 
machine learning models… provide benchmarked evaluation in a variety of conditions… and disclose the 
context in which models are intended to be used.”268 Understanding the intended context and use for the 
models is crucial to avoiding unwelcome surprises once the AI is deployed (in this case for machine learning, 
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one type of AI). Importantly, these two documents highlight both what was intended and specifically not 
intended.  

Adopting the two templates as standard practice will go a long way toward helping us achieve transparency, 
explainability, and accountability in the AI we develop. The Partnership on AI – an organization of AI experts 
and stakeholders looking to formulate best practices on AI269 – posted 
several examples as part of their ABOUT ML (Annotation and 
Benchmarking on Understanding and Transparency of Machine learning 
Lifecycles) initiative, aimed at experimenting with and scaling machine 
learning documentation efforts.270 

2. Structure documentation processes in a way that facilitates proactive 
and ongoing outreach. We as developers are best positioned to 
articulate the strengths and weaknesses of our systems, but other 
perspectives are needed to highlight the risks and design tradeoffs that 
we may not have considered. For example, end-users, lawyers, and 
policymakers (among others) may all have different questions that help 
us make informed decisions about the AI’s appropriate uses, and they 
offer different considerations for mitigating potential risks. Even then, 
there are limitations to that group’s collective knowledge. They might not 
catch all the biases or shortcomings in a first go-around, but the next 
user group would benefit greatly from the lessons learned in previous 
versions. Knowing what’s been considered earlier helps new development teams integrate the different 
perspectives that were already offered and avoid repeating the same mistakes. Therefore, the documentation 
process should require recurring conversations with a diverse team.  

Another key aspect of the documentation process is that we should be proactive in communicating bias and 
other limitations of systems to potential users, and not wait for a periodic review. Conveying design choices can 
be fundamentally transformative to the user’s assessments of model appropriateness and trustworthiness. The 
documentation process should involve asking questions that prompt us to bring in end users and affected 
communities to ensure they have the information they need, and have the opportunity to offer suggestions early  

enough that we can incorporate their input in the product. At the same time, the process should prompt 
analysts or decision makers (if internal to the organization) to capture how the input from an algorithm affected 
their overall assessment of a problem. Making informed decisions is a joint responsibility. How each 
organization will implement these processes may differ. It might be easiest to expand on existing steps like 
user interviews, requirements generation, project management checks, 
quality control reviews, and other steps in a product’s lifecycle. The 
organization may need to develop new processes specifically for 
documentation and explanations. Either way, thinking about these goals 
in advance means that we can make transparency part of the 
development process from the beginning of a project, and are therefore 
more likely to ensure it is done well. 

The documentation process 
should... prompt us to bring 
in end users and affected 
communities to ensure they 
have the information they 
need, and... have the 
opportunity to offer 
suggestions. At the same 
time, the process should 
prompt analysts or decision 
makers... to capture how the 
input from an algorithm 
affected their overall 
assessment of a problem. 

The documentation process 
should require recurring 
conversations with a diverse 
team. 
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Lesson #10. Try Human-AI Couples Counseling 

No AI, robot, or person works completely alone. If you’ve ever become frustrated with automation, you aren’t 
alone – senior researchers from the Florida Institute for Human and Machine Cognition describe the feeling: 
“there’s nothing worse than a so-called smart machine that can’t tell you what it’s doing, why it’s doing something, 
or when it will finish. Even more frustrating—or dangerous— is a machine that’s incapable of responding to 
human direction when something (inevitably) goes wrong.”271 And although an AI may not get frustrated, it can 
require the same things its human partners do: explanations from and an ability to influence its partners.  

Partnership is not simply a game of tag – passing a task off and saying “Good luck.” Human-AI partnership 
means two things: communicating what each party needs or expects from all its partners (whether human or 
AI), and designing a system that reinforces collaboration.  

The first step is talking it out. Better AI-to-human (AI → H) 
communication gives humans a chance to calibrate their confidence and 
trust in the AI. This allows humans to trust that the AI can complete a 
task independently, and to understand why the system made its 
decisions and what the outcomes were. On the other hand, better H → 
AI communication gives the AI a better understanding of the users’ 
priorities and needs, so it can adjust to those preferences. Overall, 
improved H ↔ AI communication makes it clearer when tradeoffs will 
occur, who (or what) is responsible for which part of the task, how 
humans and AI can best contribute on interdependent tasks, and how 
behaviors and preferences change over time.272,273  

The second step is thinking “combine and succeed” rather than “divide and conquer.”274 Each teammate, 
whether a human or an AI, must be able to observe, predict, and direct the state and actions of others on the 
team.275,276  

In other words, both the human and the algorithmic partners have to maintain common ground, act in expected 
ways, and change behavior based on the partner’s input. This result can manifest itself in the forms of 
explanations, signals, requests for attention, and declarations of current action.277,278 

AI adopters often ask about ways to increase trust in the AI. The solution is not for us to build systems that 
people trust completely, or for users only to accept systems that never err. Instead, lessons point to the 
importance of forming good partnerships based on evidence and perception. Good partnerships help humans 
understand the AI’s abilities and intents, believe that the AI will work as anticipated, and rely on the AI to the 
appropriate degree. Then stakeholders can calibrate their trust and weigh the potential consequences of the 
AI’s decisions before granting appropriate authorities to the AI.279 
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Lesson #11. Offer the User Choices  

During the design process, we make dozens of choices, assumptions, simplifications, and trade-offs (CAST) 
that affect the outcome of the AI system. In order to better understand the application domain, we invite 
stakeholders to share their preferences, desired outcomes, and how they would use the system. But at the end 
of the day, the CASTs remain with us since we’re the technical experts. One way to reduce this knowledge gap 
is for us to document our decisions. But are there situations where user experience, or evolving user goals or 
behavior, make it more appropriate for the user to make decisions? What might it look like if, after deployment, 
we “extended” users’ involvement by empowering them to weigh in on some of the choices, when its 
appropriate to do so?  

One idea for giving the user more appropriate agency is to present the user with options that juxtapose how 
specific developer decisions influence the AI’s objectives. For example, when debating between different 
instantiations of fairness, instead of leaving that decision to the developer, we could add a “dial” that would let 
the user switch between definitions. In this way they could select the approach that better aligns to their 
principles, or they can view a range of outcomes and form a more complete picture of the solutions space. 
When the dial is accompanied by explanations that include context around the developer’s CASTs (perhaps an 
overview of what the algorithm is optimizing, properties of the data, and how the algorithm defines success), 
this implementation could improve outcomes by appropriately shifting decisions to the stakeholder that knows 
the situation or environment best.280  

Another approach consists of providing different degrees of explanations, depending on the user need. 
Explanations can contain different levels of detail: users may accept an AI’s decision at face value, want 
confidence scores of those decisions, want confidence scores and descriptions of how those scores are 
generated,281 or may even want examples of how the algorithm reached a decision. Certain algorithms can 
provide text and visual examples of what training data was most helpful and most misleading for arriving at 
the correct solution (for example, “this tumor is classified as malignant because to the model it looks most 
like these other tumors, and it looks least like these benign conditions”).282 With this approach the users can 
select how much they need to know about the AI in order to make an informed decision about applying or not 
applying its outcomes.  

More research is needed into how empowering users with choice would affect the accuracy and desirability of 
outcomes, and more research is needed into how to best capture and present the developer’s CASTs in such a 
way that is meaningful for the user. On the one hand, the AI developers comprehend the complexities of AI 
design and the ramification of design decisions. Giving users seeming control over aspects they don't 
understand has the potential to give the illusions of clarity and informed control, cause additional automation 
bias, or simply allow the user to select an option that gives them the answer they want.  

Yet, the decisions of the developers should not substitute for the range of outcomes and intents that the user 
might want. More research could suggest ways to give users agency relative to their technical understanding of 
an AI, and appropriate to how the AI is applied in their domain. At best, this approach can reemphasize the 
value of algorithms offering competing perspectives, or evidence and counterevidence, which can elicit more 
diverse ideas and open dialogue – thus reinforcing principles that are foundational to the health of 
democracies.283 
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Lesson #12. Promote Better Adoption through Gameplay  

There’s a big difference between imagining how an AI works and interacting with it in the real world. As a way 
to bridge that gap, we could invite different users to play with the AI in a more controlled environment. 
Gameplay lets different stakeholders explore how a technology may affect their lives, their work, or their 
attention. It allows everyone to move from “knowing” to “feeling” and forming mental models of how the AI 
works.284 Gameplay is especially important for stakeholders to better understand AI technologies, which learn 
and adapt the more they interact.285   

Gameplay is vital for bringing to light some of the differences between 
our assumptions and the behavior of stakeholders. These differences 
can manifest themselves in several ways:286 

• Various groups may interpret outcomes, definitions, and behaviors 
differently. For example, some cultures view increased 
personalization as a global good, while other cultures focus on 
communal outcomes. 

• Various groups value and endorse different outcomes. For example, more data leads to better quality 
outcomes, but often comes at the cost of individual privacy and autonomy. 

• Individuals change the relative value of particular outcomes depending on the context. In some contexts 
(e.g., AI medical diagnoses) user groups prefer accuracy over explanations, but prefer the reverse for AI-
enabled job recruiting.287 

If the technology is mature enough for us to create a working prototype, gameplay can take the form of user 
evaluations, table-top exercises (TTXs), or experiments. One example is the Defense Advanced Research Projects 
Agency’s (DARPA) engagement with Marines while developing the Squad X program. DARPA paired AI-enabled 
ground and air vehicles with a squad of Marines, then gave the teams realistic operational tasks. Through gameplay, 
the AI-enabled vehicles progressed from providing reconnaissance – a traditional role for unmanned vehicles – to 
becoming valued members of the squad, protected by and enabling the Marines to achieve their objectives more 
efficiently.288 ,289 

If the technology is still in a conceptual phase – perhaps just a “what if” – we can try simulation techniques or 
traditional wargaming. Simulation helps to demonstrate and develop how individuals will use the technology 
and informs what design changes will make the product better. Alternatively, traditional wargaming plays out 
how conceptual technologies can be integrated into tactics, decision making, and future training.290,291  

Exploring the discrepancies between expectations and actual AI behavior as well as the differences in how 
stakeholders interact with the AI, is a powerful way to reach technical, social, and policy resolutions in specific 
situations. Discovering misalignment early is better than waiting until after deployment, when the AI may have 
had an adverse impact.292 
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Broaden the Ways to Assess AI’s Impacts  

 

Lesson #13. Monitor the AI’s Impact and Establish Layers of Accountability 

Modern-day engineers who design AI systems have the best of intentions. While we want our systems to 
benefit users, communities, and society in general, the reality is that after we deploy an AI, something – the 
data, the environment, how users interact with the AI– will change, and the algorithm will work in unexpected 
ways. When weighing all these potential outcomes, it is the impact of the AI on people’s lives that matters most. 
Therefore, we need a strategy for monitoring the AI and assigning parties to implement changes to the AI 
based on that impact. When individual and organizational accountability is tied to that strategy, we get more 
responsible outcomes. 

Approaches will require continuous monitoring and ongoing 
investments. To act quickly against unanticipated outcomes, 
organizations should take the following actions: 

1. Calculate baseline criteria for performance and risk. At the beginning of the project, we should establish 
baseline performance criteria for acceptable functioning of the AI. As one AI writer/practitioner described, 
just like a driving a new car off the lot, “the moment you put a model in production, it starts degrading.”293 If 
the AI “drifts” enough from its baseline, we may have to retrain or even scrap the model. Baseline 
performance criteria should be both mathematical and contextual, and criteria should include the 
perspectives of all affected stakeholders.  

In parallel with performance criteria, risk assessment criteria should guide decisions about the AI’s 
suitability to a given application domain or intended use. Prior to deploying the system, we should 
determine the threshold of clarity that different stakeholders require, and how well the AI meets those 
requirements. Organizational guidance should be clear for higher stakes cases, when legality, ethics, or 
potential impact areas of concern. 

2. Regularly monitor the AI’s impact and require prompt fixes. As part of a good project management plan, we 
should set up continuous, automated monitoring as well as a regular schedule for human review of a 
model’s behavior. We should check that the algorithm’s outputs are meeting the baseline criteria.294 This 
will not only help refine the model, but also help us act promptly as harms or biases emerge. 

Because changes will have to be made to the model, the original development team should remain 
involved in the project after the AI is deployed.295,296 As the number of AI projects increases, that original 
development can train new maintainers. 

3. Create a team that handles feedback from people impacted by the AI, including users. Bias, discrimination, 
and exclusion can occur without our even knowing it. Therefore, we should make clear and publicize how 

It is the impact of the AI on people’s  
lives that matters most 
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those affected by the AI can alert this feedback team. The organization can also create guidelines on how 
and when to act on this feedback. 

In addition, this feedback team can be proactive. Some AI relies heavily on data; this team should 
broadcast how an individual’s data is used and implement processes for discarding old data.297 With its 
GPT-2 algorithm, Google set up an email address and guided other researchers looking to build off 
Google’s work298 – a particularly important step given the potential harmful outcomes of the application. 

4. Experiment with different accountability methods. AI is a rapidly evolving technical field, and the interaction 
between AI and other applications creates a complex ecosystem. Therefore, accountability that works well 
today may not be equally effective as future technologies change that ecosystem. And as an organization’s 
structure and culture evolves, so too may its accountability efficacy.299 

One example experiment comes from Microsoft, which established an AI, Ethics and Effects in Engineering 
and Research (AETHER) Committee in 2018. Wary of the suspicion that such a move would be viewed 
primarily as an attempt to improve public relations, Microsoft required direct participation in the committee 
by senior leadership. Microsoft also asked employees with different backgrounds to provide 
recommendations to senior leadership on challenging and sensitive AI outcomes and to help develop 
implementable policy and governance structures in conjunction with the company’s legal team. The 
committee also set up an “Ask AETHER” phone line for employees to raise concerns.300 

The impacts from experiments like these are still being assessed, but their existence signals a growing 
willingness by organizations to implement oversight and accountability mechanisms.  

AI has real consequences and is certain to continue to produce unintended outcomes. That is why we must 
explore all the possible perspectives to address this accountability challenge and to do our best to position our 
organizations to be proactive against, and responsive to, undesirable outcomes. 

 

Lesson #14. Envision Safeguards for AI Advocates 

If ethical outcomes are part of our organization’s values, we need to devote resources and establish 
accountability among ourselves and our teams to ensure those values are upheld, and to protect those who 
fight to uphold those values. 

Employees in AI organizations, both commercial and government, are organizing and protesting in response to 
perceived harmful outcomes arising from the products and organizational decisions of their leadership. Through 
walkouts,301 advocacy,302 and expressions of general concern303 these employees are representing and 
reinforcing the ethical principles that their organizations proclaim. When these employees are punished or 
fired,304,305 sometimes unlawfully,306 they need stronger safeguards and top cover. 

What might those safeguards look like? The AI Now Institute at New York University (a research institute 
dedicated to understanding the social implications of AI technologies) lays out specific approaches that 
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organizations should adopt to avoid social, economic, and legal penalties, including “clear policies 
accommodating and protecting conscientious objectors, ensuring workers the right to know what they are 
working on, and the ability to abstain from such work without retaliation or retribution. Workers raising ethical 
concerns must also be protected, as should whistleblowing in the public interest.”307 Support for workers would 
also include assigning responsible parties and processes to administer changes at the deploying organization, 
and making clear how those affected by the AI can alert those parties.308 

 

Lesson #15. Require Objective, Third-party Verification and Validation  

Because algorithms are making decisions that affect the livelihoods, finances, health, and the civil liberties of 
entire communities, the government has to protect the public, even if doing so may be initially detrimental to 
industry profit and growth. By incentivizing participation, the government could offset initial increased costs for AI 
in order to help promote the emergence of a new marketplace that responds to a demand signal for ethical AI.  

Objective, third-party verification and validation (O3VV) would 
allow independent parties to scrutinize an algorithm’s 
outcomes, both technically and in ways that incorporate the 
social and historical norms established in the relevant domain. 
For meaningful oversight, O3VV representatives need to 
understand the entire lifecycle of the AI-enabled system: from 
evaluating the origins and relevance of the training datasets, to 
analyzing the model’s goals and how it measures success, to 
documenting the intended and unintended deployment 
environments, to considering how other people and algorithms 
use and depend on the system after each update.309,310 

Think of O3VV like an Energy Star seal – the voluntary program established by the Environmental Protection 
Agency that allows consumers to choose products that prioritize energy efficiency.311 Or think of “green energy” 
companies that respond to consumer preference for sustainable businesses and products, and enjoy more 
profits at the same time.312 Both models center on a recognized, consensual set of criteria, as well as an 
(ideally, independent) evaluative body that confirms compliance with the standard. ForHumanity, a non-profit 
group that advocates for increased human rights awareness and protection as AI spreads, describes what such 
a program might look like with its SAFEAI Seal.313 

Following these examples, evaluators should come from a range of academic backgrounds and represent 
all the communities affected by the AI. O3VVs could take on consumer protection roles, placing emphasis 
on how the decisions affect real people’s lives314,315 and promoting truth in advertising requirements for AI 
products and services.316 O3VV agencies could take the form of government auditing programs, Federally 
Funded Research and Development Centers (FFRDCs), certified private companies, and a consensually 
developed “seal” program.  
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In order for O3VV to become established practice, the government needs to incentivize participation. Currently, 
there are no standards for using AI that have been certified by O3VV, nor are there incentives for companies to 
go through a certification process, or for professionals and academics to contribute to the process.317 One 
approach calls for a licensing program for O3VV professionals, and another calls for increasing monetary 
incentives for deploying certified systems.318 Another idea is to allow FFRDCs, which by law are not allowed to 
compete with industry and which work only in the public interest, access to proprietary AI datasets and model 
information in order to perform independent verification and validation. Especially if the government is a 
consumer, it can require that vendors adhere to these steps before the government will purchase their 
products.319,320  

 

Lesson #16. Entrust Sector-specific Agencies to Establish AI Standards for Their Domains  

AI is increasingly integrated into more domains, including national defense, healthcare, education, criminal 
justice, and others. Establishing a global approach to AI governance is challenging because the legislative and 
social histories and policies in each domain differ drastically.321 New technologies will be more broadly adopted 
if they follow established practices, expectations, and authorities in a given domain. The following two 
examples can illustrate how. 

First, a children’s hospital in Philadelphia deployed a black box 
AI that looks for a rare but serious infection (sepsis). The AI used 
patients’ electronic health records and vital-sign readings to 
predict which fevers could lead to an infection. The AI identified 
significantly more life-threatening cases than did doctors alone 
(albeit with many false alarms), but what made the story so 
compelling and the application so successful was that doctors 
could examine the identified patients as well as initiate their own 
assessments without alerts from the AI. In other words, doctors 
could use the AI’s queues while still employing their own 
judgment, decision making, and authority to achieve improved 
outcomes.322,323 

Second, as introduced earlier, state and local jurisdictions in the US have deployed COMPAS, a black box tool 
that assesses the risk of prison inmate recidivism (repeating or returning to criminal behavior). COMPAS uses 
a combination of personal and demographic factors to predict the likelihood an inmate would commit another 
crime. The tool produced controversial results: the number of white inmates with a certain score re-offended at 
the same rates as black inmates with that score, but among defendants who did not re-offend, black inmates 
were twice as likely as white inmates to be classified as presenting medium or high risk. As in the hospital 
example, judges could ignore COMPAS’s input or refer to it, but final assessment and responsibility lay with the 
judge.324,325,326  

Sector-specific agencies already 
have the historical and legislative 
perspectives needed to understand 
how technology affects the domain 
under their responsibility; now, each 
of those agencies should be 
empowered to expand its oversight 
and auditing powers to a new 
technology 
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In each of these cases, the expert could discount or act on the AI’s recommendation. The difference between 
these two examples lies in the historical and cultural norms, rules, and expectations that exist in the two 
domains. The public might be less at ease with using AI in the judicial context for any number of domain-
specific reasons: because judges rule in “case of first impression” when a higher court has not ruled on a 
similar case before,327 or because the court uses twelve jurors rather than a single judge, a practice established 
as representative of a good cross-section of perspectives.328 In contrast, the public might be more at ease with 
AI offering predictions on medical diagnoses because doctors routinely use “evidence-based medicine”329 to 
integrate their own clinical experience with the latest research, established guidelines, and other clinicians’ 
perspectives, of which the algorithm could be considered a part. Doctors also take the Hippocratic oath, 
pledging to work for the benefit of the sick,330 whereas judges must weigh both individual and collective good in 
their decisions.  

In short, different sectors have different expectations; therefore, institutional expertise should be central to 
determining the benefits and risks of incorporating each type of AI system.  

Sector-specific agencies already have the historical and legislative perspectives needed to understand how 
technology affects the domain under their responsibility; now, each of those agencies should be empowered to 
expand its oversight and auditing powers to a new technology. In early 2020, The White House called for the 
same process in its draft principles for guiding federal regulatory and non-regulatory approaches to AI: “Sector-
specific policy guidance or frameworks. Agencies should consider using any existing statutory authority to issue 
non-regulatory policy statements, guidance, or testing and deployment frameworks, as a means of encouraging 
AI innovation in that sector.”331 It is incumbent on individual agencies to permit, regulate, temper, and even 
ban332 AI-enabled systems as determined by the experts and established practices in each domain. 

The French Data Protection Authority (the government agency responsible for the protection of personal 
data)333 provides an example of two founding principles for AI standards: 

• “A principle of fairness applied to all sorts of algorithms, which takes into account not only their personal 
outcomes but their collective ones as well. In other words, an algorithm… should be fair towards its users, 
not only as consumers but also as citizens, or even as communities or as an entire society.  

• A principle of continued attention and vigilance: its point is to organize the ongoing state of alert that our 
societies need to adopt as regards the complex and changing socio-technical objects that algorithmic 
systems represent. It applies to every single stakeholder (designers, businesses, end-users) involved in 
‘algorithmic chains.’”  

Government legislation on AI standards means enacting a legal framework that ensures that AI-powered 
technologies are well researched, the AI’s impacts are tested and understood, and the AI is developed with the 
goal of helping humanity.334  
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CONCLUSION  
Given the increasing integration of AI-enabled systems into most areas of daily life, we must remember that the 
decisions we make as we design and deploy AI systems, and the values and assumptions that shape those 
decisions, can have a profound impact on individuals and entire societies. We must constantly remind 
ourselves to evaluate the pedigree, type, and comprehensiveness of the data on which we base our AI 
designs; to include the broadest possible range of perspectives in our teams; to examine the impacts of our 
systems; and to ensure the proper balance between algorithmic decisions and human checks and balances.  

We must also remember that the eventual users of AI systems lack our understanding of the maturity and 
reliability of the technology. As a result, they may view the outputs of our systems as “truth” and base important 
decisions upon those outputs, when in fact even the best-designed AIs vary in performance as environments or 
conditions change. Therefore, we should ensure that our systems are rigorously tested in controlled 
environments, and designed in ways that promote human partnership and disclosure sharing of information that 
would help stakeholders appropriately calibrate their trust in the AI.  

Most fundamentally, we must always ask ourselves whether an AI-enabled system is even appropriate for 
meeting a given need. AI developers and deployers aren’t omniscient, and the AI we create can never be 
perfect, in the sense of always producing optimal outcomes for all users, all domains, and society at large. In 
our rapidly changing world, we cannot predict user needs, expectations, and requirements for AI-enabled 
systems, or anticipate all the possible ways users may apply – or misapply – the systems we produce, or all the 
possible personal and social consequences. But the examples of AI fails described in this paper, and the 
lessons learned from them, can guide us to create the best possible AI for a given problem, domain, and set of 
users and stakeholders, and for the societies in which we live.  
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